3.1. Epidemiology and Biostatistics Questions {#s0010}
=============================================

1.Which of the following types of studies is susceptible to ecological fallacy?A.Cross-sectionalB.Prospective cohortC.Retrospective cohortD.Randomized control trialsE.Meta-analysis2.In researching preventable colon cancer mortality, which study design would be scientifically and ethically most appropriate to compare the effectiveness of utilizing a screening colonoscopy compared to not performing any screening technique?A.Randomized control trialB.CohortC.Case-controlD.EcologicalE.Survival analysis3.Which of the following life events is typically not recorded by a state health department's Department of Vital Statistics?A.BirthB.DeathC.MarriageD.DivorceE.Cancer4.Which organization is responsible for compiling the nation's health statistics? Example, statistics include injuries, nutrition, vital statistics, and health insurance coverage.A.Federal Bureau of InvestigationB.Federal Health Statistics CenterC.National Center for Health StatisticsD.National Library of MedicineE.There is no centralized organization that records these statistics5.A study to determine the effects of a new skin cream to reduce wrinkles is undergoing FDA approval. The investigators propose using a double-blinded study. Understanding the subjective nature of this experimental compound, the FDA Dermatologic and Ophthalmic Drug Advisory Committee recommends that the experimental wrinkle cream and the placebo cream undergo a triple-blinded study.Which of the following parties is included in the triple-blinded study, but not the double-blinded study?A.Institutional Review BoardB.ShareholdersC.Statisticians that analyze the dataD.Study participantsE.Study investigators6.Which of the following study designs is not observational?A.Case-controlB.Prospective cohortC.Retrospective cohortD.Randomized controlledE.Cross-sectional7.A young physician is surveying the incidences of disease B and disease C. He concludes that disease C has a higher incidence than disease B. It is later found out that the two diseases have the exact same incidence and that disease B has a much faster disease onset leading to mortality. What is this phenomenon called?A.Length biasB.Lead-time biasC.Incidence biasD.Mortality biasE.Morbidity bias8.Which of the following is an example of nondifferential bias?A.Only selecting men to participate in a study about marital happiness of spousesB.Performing a survey of hospital experience of congestive heart failure (CHF) patients one week after admission for CHF, in the patients that have not yet been dischargedC.An investigator is trying to prove that cabbage consumption in pregnancy causes autism, so he interrogates mothers of autistic children about cabbage consumption, but not mothers of children without autism.D.A scale that records all of the patients 2500 kg more than they actually weighE.Randomly assigning 1000 study participants to separate arms in a study9.A new screening test is applying for FDA approval. The owners of the test say that they can increase the length of survival in patients with pancreatic cancer. Their studies show that by diagnosing it 6 months earlier than any other test, they can increase the length of survival with the disease.The FDA approval panel responds that this test has what type of bias?A.ConfoundingB.Hawthorne effectC.MisclassificationD.Lead-timeE.Length10.A hospital administrator wants to conduct a study to investigate the benefits of a hand soap that promises to reduce iatrogenic hospital infections. She decides to enroll 400 nurses in the study. The study is designed so that half of the nurses are instructed to use the new soap, while the other half are instructed to use the old soap. To ensure that the nurses are using soap, the preventive medicine physician on staff is to randomly give the nurses a "sniff test" to make sure their hands smell like soap. Because the preventive medicine physician only works on the first floor, he is only able to sniff nurses that work on the first floor. The nurses on the second floor are never subjected to the sniff test.When the study results are tabulated, it is found that there is no difference between iatrogenic infections between the new soap and old soap. However, it is found that there were more iatrogenic infections on the second floor than the first.Which answer best explains why there were more infections in patients on the second floor?A.Regression towards the meanB.Healthy worker effectC.Placebo effectD.Hawthorne effectE.Random error11.A biochemist at a pharmaceutical company created a new drug that lowers blood pressure. He instructs the trial investigators to only include study participants that are not taking an antihypertensive and have a systolic blood pressure greater than 180. After screening by the investigator, those that met the criteria were told to return the following month for the first dose of the investigational drug. On the day that the participants are set to start receiving the new drug, the study investigator has to disqualify many of the study participants because they no longer meet the systolic blood pressure requirements.What is the best explanation for the participants no longer meeting study criteria?A.Hawthorne effectB.Information biasC.Neyman biasD.Recall biasE.Regression towards the mean12.Which of the following is a control for confounding primarily used in the analysis stage?A.RandomizationB.RestrictionC.MatchingD.StratificationE.Hypothesis testing13.An epidemiology student conducted a study to find the strength of association between smoking and cardiomyopathy in his community. For ease of conducting his research, the student surveyed subjects at his local bar. To his surprise, he found a higher correlation between smoking and cardiomyopathy than other published studies.Which factor is a cofounder?A.AlcoholB.Lung cancerC.SmokingD.Bias between those that took the survey and refused the surveyE.There are no cofounders14.Bayes' theorem requires which of the following to calculate?A.Sensitivity, specificity, and negative predictive valueB.Specificity, false-positive rate, and incidenceC.Sensitivity, specificity, and prevalenceD.NPV, incidence, and prevalenceE.NPV, false-positive rate, and sensitivity15.Which of the following is the denominator of incidence density?A.Geographic regionB.Person-timeC.Population at riskD.PrevalenceE.None of the above16.A group of scientists believe they have found a single dose universal influenza vaccine that is resistant to antigenic drift and antigenic shift. The FDA grants them a phase 1 trial to test the safety of this new vaccination. The incidence of influenza is shown in the following table:What is the incidence density of Influenza after receiving the experimental influenza vaccine?A.0.13 cases/person-yearB.0.25 cases/person-yearC.0.5D.3E.417.A large hospital chain plans to assess the pain scales of 100 patients in the orthopedic units of their 40 hospitals. The same 1--10 scale was used for all of the patients on the day after surgery. Each patient's score was only recorded one time and there were no repeat patients that were recorded on separate visits.Which of the following hypotheses states that the hospital chain may assume their data approaches normal distribution?A.Hawthorne effectB.Central limit theoremC.Inferential statisticsD.Binomial distributionE.Kaplan--Meier function18.A mother is contacted by her son's teacher to discuss his poor academic performance. Because of this discussion, the mother hires a professional to evaluate her son's intelligence quotient (IQ). His IQ is found to be two standard deviations below the mean.What is his IQ?A.50B.70C.90D.110E.13019.A father believes that his daughter is intellectually advanced and wants to prove it to his friends with an IQ test. He learns that his daughter's IQ is 105.What is the *Z-score* for an IQ of 105?A.−0.66B.0C.0.33D.0.66E.1.3320.A sample was drawn of the following numbers: 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 11, 11, 12, 13, 13, 3000.Which of the measures of central tendency is heavily influenced by the outlier?A.MeanB.ModeC.MedianD.Geometric meanE.All are appropriate to accurately depict this dataset21.The risk manager at a textile factory has noticed a 30% increase in workers' compensation claims over the last 20 years. She attributes the change the national obesity epidemic. The BMI of the last 10 workers to file workers' compensation claims have been as follows: 33, 30, 18, 38, 34, 27, 41, 29, 25, 18.Of the last 10 claims, what percentage of the workers can be classified as obese?A.20%B.30%C.40%D.50%E.60%22.If a distribution is skewed to the right, what can be said about the mean, median, and mode?A.Mean = median = modeB.Mean = median \< modeC.Mean \< median \< modeD.Mean \> median \> modeE.None of the above23.You are the director of four local for-profit urgent care clinics, currently employing 11 salaried physicians. At the end of the month, you decide that you would like to recognize the physicians that have seen the most patients. Arbitrarily, you decide that the top 50th percentile of physicians deserve your acknowledgment.The physician counts are as follows:Which physician represents the median number of the patients seen?A.BB.GC.AD.KE.I24.As the number of subjects in a trial increases, which of the following is always true?A.The number needed to treat increasesB.The confidence interval becomes smallerC.The power of the study decreasesD.Clinical relevance increasesE.Positive predictive value decreases25.You are reading a study about an experimental new weight loss drug given to 500 obese subjects. The drug yielded a weight loss of 20 lbs, with study participants on the experimental medication dropping from an average of 270--250 lbs in 3 months (95% CI = 1--39 lbs). Meanwhile, similarly matched study participants taking a placebo did not lose any weight.Using the information available, what does this mean?A.If the drug is tested on 1000 similar sample populations, 950 of these sample populations would likely lose a mean between 1 and 39 lbs.B.If the drug is tested on 1000 similar patients, 95% of these patients would likely lose between 1 and 39 lbs.C.The findings are not clinically significantD.The findings are not statistically significantE.The risk ratio shows a mild statistical benefit26.A researcher is questioning whether he should use *p-*values or confidence intervals to publish the results of his fluoridation prospective cohort study. Which of the following is true regarding confidence intervals?A.Both *p-*values and confidence intervals are without units of measurementB.Confidence intervals that include 1 are always statistically significantC.Larger samples produce smaller confidence intervalsD.Numbers within confidence intervals all have equal clinical importanceE.*p-*Values are not comparable to confidence intervals27.300 Medical Students are forced to take an art history course because the school administration believes that it will lead to well-rounded physicians. The final grade is based off of one test. All of those scoring higher than two deviations below the mean receive a passing score.The scores were normally distributed. The average test score for the class was 50%. The standard deviation was 10% and the highest score was 90%. Approximately what percentage of students passed the exam?A.99%B.98%C.95%D.90%E.68%28.A psychiatrist at a drug rehabilitation facility has noticed that 60% of her patients are recovering from alcohol abuse and 50% are recovering from opiate abuse. Some patients are recovering from both. The rest of her patients abuse a plethora of other recreational drugs.What is the probability that her next patient will be recovering from either alcohol or drug abuse?A.0.3B.0.7C.0.8D.1.0E.1.1029.Which of the following standardized mortality ratios (SMR) is most likely to be found in a population experiencing an unexpected lethal epidemic?A.0.1B.0.5C.0.8D.1.0E.1.430.A young epidemiologist wishes to calculate the standardized mortality ratio (SMR) of drowning deaths in his landlocked state. Which of the following is the best way to calculate this number? A.Henry's lawB.Interquartile rangeC.StratificationD.Direct adjustmentE.Indirect adjustment31.A preventive medicine resident contemplated reading a book full of practice questions and answers to help him prepare for the board exam. He hypothesized that reading the book would help increase his test score. He asked former residents that have taken the test about whether or not they had read the book and how well they scored.Which of the following statements represents his null hypothesis?A.Reading the book would increase his test scoreB.Reading the book is not associated with his test scoreC.Reading the book would decrease his test scoreD.The null hypothesis may not be developed until the *p*-value is availableE.None of the above32.Which of the following statements is true regarding a null hypothesis, alternative hypothesis and *p-*value?A.Accept the alternative hypothesis when there is a high *p-*valueB.Accept the null hypothesis when there is a high *p-*valueC.Accept the alternative hypothesis when there is a low *p-*valueD.Accept the null hypothesis when there is a low *p-*valueE.There is no relationship between the null hypothesis, alternative hypothesis and *p-*value33.Which of the following accurately describes a Type I error?A.False-positiveB.False null is rejectedC.True null is acceptedD.True null is rejectedE.More than one of the above34.Which is true of a purified protein derivative (PPD) tuberculosis test in a patient that has tuberculosis and poorly controlled HIV?A.This is a type I error because the result is likely positive when the disease is not presentB.This is a type I error because the result is likely negative when the disease is presentC.This is a type II error because the result is likely positive when the disease is not presentD.This is a type II error because the result is likely negative when the disease is presentE.There is no error, as the test will correctly identify when the disease is present35.A professor wants to analyze test scores of his 225 students taking a biostatistics exam. If the average score of the exam is 80 and the standard deviation of the scores is 15, what is the 95% confidence interval?A.65, 95B.66, 94C.76, 82D.78, 82E.80, 8436.What happens to the PPV of a test if there is an increase in the prevalence of the disease being tested?A.IncreasesB.DecreasesC.Remains the sameD.No relationshipE.Need more information37.A researcher wishes to find out the risk ratio of clinical depression as a result of poor standardized test performance. He hypothesizes that those scoring greater than the 65th percentile suffer less depression. What can he do to increase the power of his study?A.Decrease the number of test-takers included in the studyB.Decrease the alpha level of the studyC.Increase the beta of the studyD.Increasing the null from 65th to 75th percentileE.None of the above38.Which of the following variables is not considered when calculating the necessary sample size of a clinical study?A.Degree of precision desiredB.Expected attrition ratesC.Size of the population under investigationD.Type of study being conductedE.All of the above are considerations when calculating sample size39.What does the y represent in the following equation?$y = a + b_{1}x_{1} + b_{2}x_{2} + e$ A.Adjustment coefficientB.Dependent variableC.ErrorD.Independent variableE.Regression constant40.If the Pearson product correlation coefficient (*r*) between the time of sunset and amount of traffic on the highway is 0.75, what can be inferred without any more detail about the relationship between sunset and traffic?A.There is a negative correlation between sunset and trafficB.There is no correlation between sunset and trafficC.There is a positive correlation between sunset and trafficD.Either sunset or traffic is causative of the otherE.None of the above41.A medical student would like to learn the relationship between heart rate and blood pressure. While in a clinic, he creates the following scatterplot of the heart rate and blood pressure of his 10 patients.According to this scatterplot, what is the relationship between systolic blood pressure and heart rate?A.Negative exponentialB.Negative linearC.No correlationD.Positive exponentialE.Positive linear42.A teenager believes that the severity of his acne vulgaris is related to the number of hours he works at a fast food restaurant. Every Sunday for 5 months, he meticulously counts the number of comedones on his face and records the number of hours he worked the week prior. His older sister, an epidemiology student, helps him calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.5 for the correlation of hours worked and number of comedones.Which answer best describes the relation of this teenager's number of hours worked and severity of acne?A.Strongly negativeB.Mildly negativeC.No relationD.Mildly positiveE.Strongly positive43.Suppose that developers of a new water coliform test are trying to identify the time of year when water coliform levels are the highest. To find this time, biostatisticians analyze the coliform levels while independently adjusting for water temperature, air temperature, level of sun exposure, water pH and several other factors.Which statistical test is most appropriate?A.Chi-squareB.KappaC.Multiple regressionD.t-TestE.Wilcoxon signed rank test44.When is the actuarial method of survival analysis preferred over the Kaplan--Meier method of survival analysis?A.NeverB.Small sample sizeC.Studying survival rates in fixed periodsD.There is high loss to follow-upE.The two methods are not comparable45.Which type of study is a funnel plot most likely to be used in?A.CohortB.Cross-sectionalC.EcologicalD.Meta-analysisE.Randomized controlled trial46.If a new medication reduces the risk of a disease by 5%, how many people would needed to be treated to benefit one person?A.5B.10C.15D.20E.2547.When determining whether there is a causal association between two variables, which of the following is not a consideration?A.Consistency of associationB.Strength of associationC.Evidence of associationD.Analogy of other similar associationsE.All of the above are considerations48.Which variables are needed to calculate the standard error?A.*p-*value, meanB.Standard deviation, number of samplesC.Incidence, prevalenceD.Expected outcome, observed outcomeE.Alpha, beta49.A physician is skeptical of a new weight loss medication that recently became available over the counter. He is unable to find any studies demonstrating the drug's efficacy, so he decides to conduct his own study to see how well it works. He follows 60 of his weight loss patients for one year. 30 are placed on the medication and 30 are placed on a placebo. After one year of collecting data, he conducts a t-test, which confirms his null hypothesis and finds that the drug does not work.Without more information, which of the following can be stated as true?A.The results of this study are not internally validB.The results of this study are externally validC.The physician's conclusion applies to all patients taking this drugD.The results are not clinically significant to the 60 patients screenedE.None of the above are true50.A math professor wishes to throw a party to celebrate the end of the year with his students. To help him decide what kind of ice cream to get, he decides to poll his students. The results are as follows:Favorite ice creamChocolateStrawberryVanillaMale303060**120**Female702050**14010050110**In looking at the favorite ice cream by gender, the professor feels that there are distinct differences between men and women in his class. He decides to conduct a chi-squared ($\chi^{2})$ analysis to test his hypothesis. How many degrees of freedom (*df*) are there in this $\chi^{2}$ analysis?A.1B.2C.3D.4E.651.A county health department has recently begun a new fitness initiative by installing outdoor gyms complete with public exercise equipment in local parks. Several months after constructing the newest outdoor gym, an employee of the health department returned to the site to reevaluate the project and research improvements for the next project. To create objective data, the health department employee kept records of which genders exclusively used one of the two types of exercise equipment: Aerobic (outdoor treadmills and exercise bicycles) and anaerobic (weight resistance). People that used both aerobic and anaerobic equipment were not recorded.The results are as follows:Exclusive use of outdoor exercise equipment by genderAerobicAnaerobicMen7550**125**Women25125**150100175275**After looking at the data, the health department employee hypothesizes that different genders prefer to use different types of gym equipment. He decided to use chi-squared ($\chi^{2}$) analysis to determine if this difference is due to chance alone. What is the approximate test statistic that the employee will use to compare to the critical value to accept or reject the null hypothesis?A.2B.30C.43D.57E.27552.Two preventive medicine residents are studying for their board exams. They tally their answers after the true or false portion of their practice tests. They agree on the true answers for 40 questions and agree on the false answers for 30 questions. However, 20 of the questions were answered to be true by Resident A and false by Resident B. On the other hand, 10 questions were answered true by Resident B and false by Resident A.What is the Kappa ratio?A.30%B.40%C.50%D.60%E.70%53.If you would like to compare the blood pressure of patients before and after drinking three cups of coffee, which test would be most appropriate?A.Student's t-testB.Paired t-testC.Chi-squaredD.Pearson's correlationE.Kaplan--Meier analysis54.Which of the following tests does ANOVA use?A.Paired t-testB.Wilcoxon signed rank testC.F-testD.χ^2^E.Regression analysis55.A truck driver working towards a degree in public health notices that the all of the different coffee brands at different gas stations taste the same. He decides to hold a study see if other people share his opinion. He gathers the opinions of six of his fellow truck drivers to see how they like 10 competing gas station coffees.Which test is best for the truck driver to test his hypothesis that all the brands taste the same?A.ANOVAB.Chi-squaredC.Mann--Whitney U testD.Multiple regressionE.Odds ratio56.After having a newborn child, a professional basketball player takes criticism because he is not playing well. He believes that his lack of sleep is the main problem. To test this theory, he records his nightly amount of sleep (in hours) and the amount of points he scores in the game the next day. After 25 nights and games, he charted his findings on a scatterplot. The results appear linear and have a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.8.What percent of his point production is tied to his nightly sleep?A.16%B.20%C.40%D.64%E.80%57.One month after initiating a vector control program to control the mosquito population with insecticides, the state health department would like to check the incidence of mosquito-borne illness in the 15 counties within the program. The insecticide used in each county was different and the state health department would like to know if there is a difference in efficacy between the different insecticides. Because the three counties have different demographics and different amounts of outdoor attractions, the epidemiologist would like to control for confounding variables.Which test would be best to test whether or not one insecticide reduces mosquito-borne illness more than others, while controlling for confounding from demographics and differing risk of exposure (using outdoor attractions as a surrogate)?A.ANOVAB.ANCOVAC.Chi-squaredD.KappaE.t-Test58.What do each of the following three epidemiologic tools have in common?1.Cohort study2.Epidemic curve3.Longitudinal data A.Each demonstrates secular patternsB.Each is a type of time-series analysisC.Each is analyzed through multiple regressionD.Each will always show causation of correlationE.None of the above59.If you are recording temperatures on the Fahrenheit or Celsius Scale, which type of data are you using?A.NominalB.OrdinalC.IntervalD.RatioE.Combination of two or more of the above60.The risk manager at a textile factory has noticed a 30% increase in workers' compensation claims over the last 20 years. She attributes the change the national obesity pandemic. The BMI of the last 10 workers to file workers' compensation claims have been as follows: 33, 30, 18, 38, 34, 27, 41, 29, 25, 18.When stratified into groups according to BMI classification (underweight, obese, etc.), what type of variable is represented?A.IntervalB.NominalC.OrdinalD.RatioE.Numerical61.The Kelvin scale is an example of which type of variable?A.NominalB.OrdinalC.IntervalD.RatioE.None of the above62.Which of the following is true of binomial distribution?A.Lower n (number of observations) has no effect on a binomial distributionB.Lower p (success) rate skews the distribution to the rightC.Normal distribution is never a viable substitute for binomial distributionD.There is one universal binomial distribution curve to be used in every scenarioE.Variables in the binomial distribution are continuous63.It is appropriate to use Fisher's exact test when which of the following tests do not meet necessary criteria?A.ANCOVAB.Chi-squareC.Likelihood ratioD.Paired t-testE.Wilcoxon test64.Which type of variables are used in McNemar's test?A.ContinuousB.DichotomousC.IntervalD.RatioE.None of the above65.An epidemiologist would like to compare the heart rate of 10 men and 10 women with the Zika virus. Which of the following tests is best suited to compare the nonparametric medians of two groups?A.ANOVAB.Chi-squaredC.Mann--Whitney U testD.Multiple regressionE.t-Test66.After initiating a new workplace safety program, the risk manager would like to know the how well the employees know the safety protocol. He administers a test to examine their knowledge.The test scores are as follows:$66,62,73,70,68,59,74,76,65,65,71,62,67,69,70,62,71,72,64$What is the interquartile range?A.5B.6C.7D.8E.967.Unable to relax on her vacation, an epidemiology professor reflects on her teaching career and feels that her Monday students score higher test results than her Friday students. Although she cannot remember the exact average scores of her 100+ size student classroom over the semester, she can remember how her two classes performed comparatively on the last nine exams.She decides to plot these last nine exam scores into the following table.Comparative Monday and Friday classroom test performance during the semesterWeek 1Week 2Week 3Week 4Week 5Week 6Week 7Week 8Week 9MondayBetterWorseBetterBetterBetterBetterWorseBetterBetterFridayWorseBetterWorseWorseWorseWorseBetterWorseWorseAssuming that the two classes are identical, outside of the date they go to class and take tests, which test would be most appropriate to analyze this data?A.Chi-squared testB.Paired t-testC.Student's t-testD.Sign testE.Wilcoxon signed rank test68.The Wilcoxon signed rank test is the nonparametric equivalent of which of the following tests?A.Student's t-testB.Paired t-testC.Chi-squaredD.ANOVAE.Pearson correlation69.While calculating a Pearson correlation coefficient, a statistician realizes that the variables he is working with are not normally distributed. What is the best alternative to identify the association between the variables he is working on?A.ANOVAB.Chi-square (χ^2^)C.Mann--Whitney U testD.Sign testE.Spearman rank correlation70.Which of the following tests is the nonparametric counterpart of ANOVA? A.Kruskal--Wallis one-way testB.Mann--Whitney U testC.Spearman rank correlation coefficientD.Wilcoxon testE.None of the above71.After the discovery of localized Cancer Cluster X, researchers and physicians are unable to develop a treatment. After the first year of discovery, 80% of those originally identified had survived. Of those that survived the first year, the survival rate at the end of the second year was 50%. Of those that survived the second year, the survival rate at the end of the third year was 50%. Of those that survived the third year, the survival rate at the end of the fourth year was 40%. The five year survival rate was 5%.What is the 3 year survival rate?A.50%B.40%C.25%D.20%E.8%72.Logistic regression is used when the dependent variable has how many potential outcomes?A.0B.1C.2D.\>2E.All of the above73.A physician's group recently began seeing patients in a new office. There is mixed feedback about the office from both physicians and patients. The office administrator is worried that it is affecting the physician-patient relationship, so she asks a biostatistician to evaluate the contentment of the physician--patient relationship from both the physician and the patient viewpoints. Which test would be the best tool to evaluate this measurement?A.Analysis of covarianceB.Chi-squareC.Linear regressionD.Multivariate analysis of varianceE.Spearman rank correlation coefficient74.Which of the following types of bias is most common in meta-analysis studies?A.Recall biasB.Observer biasC.Response biasD.Attrition biasE.Publication bias75.According to international agreement, a fetal death between which gestational ages is considered an intermediate fetal death?A.20--24 weeks gestationB.20--26 weeks gestationC.20--28 weeks gestationD.20--30 weeks gestationE.20--32 weeks gestation76.What is the denominator used in the maternal mortality rate?A.Number of pregnanciesB.Number of live birthsC.Number of women aged 15--44D.Number of pregnant women that die due to complications of pregnancyE.Number of women having a high risk pregnancy77.Which best describes the demographic gap?A.Differences between birth and death ratesB.Differences of incomeC.Differences between immigration and emigrationD.Differences of life expectancyE.Differences of income78.Which of the following groups has the highest life expectancy at birth?A.Black Hispanic menB.Black non-Hispanic womenC.White Hispanic womenD.White non-Hispanic menE.White non-Hispanic women79.Which of the following is an example of active surveillance?A.Healthcare facilities reporting influenza like illness (ILI)B.Public health laboratory reporting positive chlamydia caseC.A clinician reporting a bite from a strange and aggressive dogD.A news station calling a local health department about a salmonella outbreakE.A health department epidemiologist calling the local hospital to ask about confirmed HIV cases80.Which organization supports the National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System (NNDSS)?A.Agency for Healthcare Research and QualityB.Centers for Disease Control and PreventionC.Council of State and Territorial EpidemiologistsD.National Academy of MedicineE.National Association of County and City Health Officials81.Which entity works with individual states to determine which diseases are placed on a state's mandatory reportable disease list?A.Agency for Healthcare Research and QualityB.Centers for Disease Control and PreventionC.Congressional Health CommitteeD.Council of State and Territorial EpidemiologistsE.National Association of County and City Health Officials82.When must health practitioners report mandatory reportable diseases?A.When the condition is designated as "notifiable" by the stateB.When the condition is designated as "notifiable" by the Surgeon GeneralC.When the condition has a high case fatality rateD.When the condition is highly infectiousE.When the CDC determines that the disease is beyond the scope of a local health department83.In FDA Phase 4 drug testing, a pharmaceutical company has become aware of multiple fatal adverse events in patients taking their new drug. Fortunately, the company has developed a simple screening test to identify those at risk of complications. If this test does not work correctly, the company will be forced to remove their potential blockbuster drug from the market. This screening test should have a high \_\_\_\_\_ in order to appropriately identify those at increased risk of complications.A.SpecificityB.SensitivityC.Positive predictive valueD.Negative predictive valueE.Prevalence84.Which of the following is not a consideration to make when creating screening recommendations?A.Ethical consequences of performing testB.Predictive value of resultsC.Stress related to testingD.Validity of test resultsE.All of the above are considerations to make when creating screening recommendations85.In July 2014, there was a norovirus outbreak in Tulsa, Oklahoma. If one were to create an epidemic curve, which of the following choices would be the best title?A.OutbreakB.Norovirus OutbreakC.Norovirus Outbreak in Tulsa, OklahomaD.Cases of Norovirus in Tulsa, Oklahoma, July, 2014E.Cases of Norovirus in Tulsa by Date of Onset, Tulsa, Oklahoma, July, 201486.When the annual incidence of an illness is plotted over one year, what is the appropriate way to place the months with the highest incidence of disease?A.The beginningB.The middleC.The endD.Depends on diseaseE.The graph should always start in January87.What are the two variables plotted on an epidemic curve?A.Number of cases and timeB.Number of ill and number of deadC.Sensitivity and specificityD.Suspected cause of illness 1 and suspected cause of illness 2E.Type of outbreak and time88.Which type of epidemiologic outbreak occurs entirely within one incubation period?A.Common sourceB.MixedC.Continuous common sourceD.PropagatedE.All of the above outbreak patterns are more than one incubation period89.An epidemiologist sets out to create an epidemic curve for a novel coronavirus traveling through his community. As expected, she discovers that the only route of transmission is person to person through respiratory droplets. What type of pattern will be seen on the epidemic curve?A.Common sourceB.MixedC.Continuous common sourceD.PropagatedE.None of the above90.Right before the beginning of rental season, an apartment complex decided to increase community spirit by hosting a potluck pool party. The party was a wild success, with five people bringing food for the 70 people in attendance. After the party, the apartment complex management began to hear complaints about diarrheal illness attributed to the party. To find the culprit of the illness, management surveyed the 70 people that went to the party about their health status. The results were tallied into the following table.AteDid not eatFoodIllWellIllWellA. Chicken20182210B. Burger3111622C. Hotdog12151528D. Oranges2530312E. Egg roll153034Which food is most likely the cause of the diarrheal illness?A.Chicken tenderB.BurgerC.HotdogD.WatermelonE.Egg roll91.Jane is a registered nurse that traveled to Africa to assist in the containment of a suspected smallpox outbreak. At the end of her second day in the field, Jane noticed a gaping hole in her personal protective equipment. Earlier that day, she was directly exposed to a young man with symptoms that appeared to be due to smallpox. When she reports the exposure to another investigator the following morning, she is asymptomatic. Through an administrative error, she never received the smallpox vaccine. What should Jane do to prevent the further spread of this suspected smallpox outbreak?A.Fly back home to the United StatesB.IsolationC.QuarantineD.Antibiotic therapyE.Nothing, she is asymptomatic92.A person flies home from Nigeria to Tampa, Florida. Through Nigerian surveillance and investigation, this person is identified to American authorities as possibly being exposed to Ebola. Which government authority has the right to detain this passenger at the airport and quarantine him until he is declared free of the disease?A.TampaB.NigeriaC.United StatesD.Nobody has the authority to detain this passengerE.World Health Organization93.Which of the following tools uses maps to identify populations at risk of health disorders, disease risk factors, health interventions and health outcomes?A.Epidemic curveB.Gantt chartC.Geographic information systemsD.Ishikawa diagramE.All of the above94.An insurance company would like to know if members enrolled in their plans are honest when they say they do not use tobacco products. To test tobacco abuse, the company hired a biochemist to create a test for tobacco metabolites using a saliva sample. To evaluate the test, a biostatistician randomly tested a group of 1,000 subjects. 17% of these subjects admit to regular tobacco use. The test has 90% sensitivity and 90% specificity.What is the PPV of this test?A.0.17B.0.53C.0.65D.0.90E.0.9895.What happens to the NPV if the prevalence of a disease in a population increases?A.It stays the sameB.It increasesC.It decreasesD.There is no effectE.Depends on other variables96.What happens to the sensitivity as the prevalence of a disease in a population increases?A.It stays the sameB.It increasesC.It decreasesD.Depends on other variablesE.None of the above97.Complete the following equation:Specificity + \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ = 100%A.SensitivityB.True-positiveC.True-negativeD.False-positiveE.False-negative98.Complete the following equation;Sensitivity + \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ = 1A.False-negativeB.False-positiveC.SpecificityD.True-negativeE.True-positive99.A news reporter is writing an article about a new revolutionary test for penicillin allergy. The test will allow clinicians to perform a point of contact finger prick blood analysis test to see if patients are indeed allergic to penicillin. She reports that the test will identify nine out of every ten people that actually have the allergy. What is the name for this metric?A.False-negative rateB.Negative predictive valueC.Positive predictive valueD.SensitivityE.Specificity100.In the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) Curve, the y-axis is the sensitivity and the x-axis is the \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_.A.SpecificityB.Positive predictive valueC.Negative predictive valueD.False-positive error rateE.False-negative error rate101.An epidemiologist at the CDC wishes to analyze vital statistics to follow trends in birth records. Which national source could she look to that will provide her with collected information from health departments?A.Federal Department of Vital StatisticsB.Federation of State Medical BoardsC.Health Resources and Services AdministrationD.National Vital Statistics SystemE.There is no national collaboration; individual states maintain their own vital statistics102.The US Outpatient Influenza-like Illness Surveillance Network (ILINet) records the number of cases of influenza-like illness (ILI). These ILI cases are compared to other time periods to determine changes in trends.Which of the following answers does not meet criteria for influenza-like illness (ILI)?A.Temperature greater than 100°F (37.8°C)B.CoughC.Sore throatD.MyalgiasE.Positive influenza type B103.How is data for the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) gathered?A.Home interviewB.Phone interviewC.Physical in-person examD.Options A and CE.Options B and C104.An epidemiology student is trying to figure out how to research the risk of adverse events linked to exposure to pharmaceuticals during pregnancy. He is on a budget with limited time and resources, but would like to obtain widespread accurate data. Which is the best way for this student to obtain the data?A.Access data from his state's Department of Vital StatisticsB.Access a pregnancy medication exposure registryC.Conduct case-control studyD.Conduct ecological studyE.Conduct randomized control trial105.Which organization is responsible for publishing the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)?A.Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)B.Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA)C.International Classification of Diseases Executive Committee (ICDEC)D.International Medical Billers Coalition (IMBC)E.World Health Organization (WHO)106.Which group in the United States experiences the highest infant mortality rate (IMR)?A.American-Indian and Alaska NativeB.Asian and Pacific islanderC.BlackD.LatinoE.White107.The neonatal mortality rate includes death up to which age?A.0 daysB.7 daysC.28 daysD.6 monthsE.1 year108.The IMR of the United States falls within which range?A.\<3 per 100,000B.3--5 per 100,000C.3--5 per 1000D.5--7 per 100,000E.5--7 per 1000109.How frequently is the population census of the United States held?A.Every yearB.Every 2 yearsC.Every 3 yearsD.Every 5 yearsE.Every 10 years110.Which group is the primary target of the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS)?A.Those 15 years of age and belowB.Parents of those 18 years of age and belowC.Students in schoolD.Random telephone surveyE.Both A and B111.How is data obtained for the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS)?A.In person interviewB.Physical examinationC.Telephone interviewD.Internet surveyE.Combination of the above choices112.Which of the following is an experimental study?A.Evaluating the number of malaria cases in a community during summer and winterB.Following the number of newly hired coal workers that develop pneumoconiosisC.Asking mothers of children with neural tube defects about their use of folic acidD.Administering a new type of drug to compare it to the safety of the old drugE.Comparing the number of deaths observed deaths in a population to the number of expected deaths113.Which of the following differentiates an experimental study from a quasi-experimental study?A.The alpha levelB.The beta levelC.The exposureD.The outcomeE.The hypothesis114.A drug researcher is testing two experimental drugs, Drug A and Drug B. Both drugs kill 850 out of 1000 lab rats during the first 10 days of taking the medication. 90% of the Drug A rats that died succumbed during the first two days. Meanwhile, 90% of the Drug B rates that died lived until days \#9 and \#10.Which of the following is true?A.Drug A has a higher risk of deathB.Drug B has a higher risk of deathC.Drug A has a higher rate of deathD.Drug B has a higher rate of deathE.The death rate and risk of both drugs are identical115.Which of the following is considered to be a crude rate?A.Number of bicycle injuries in Florida per yearB.Number of bicycle injuries in Florida per the state population in a yearC.Number of bicycle injuries, aged 24--35, in Florida per the state population in a yearD.Number of bicycle injuries, with black hair aged 24--35, in Florida per the state population in a yearE.Cannot be determined from this information116.Which of the following is true when comparing the life expectancy of a person at birth to the life expectancy of a person at age 60?A.Life expectancy is higher at birthB.Life expectancy is higher at age 60C.There is no relationship between the twoD.It is the sameE.Impossible to tell with the data given117.In the United States, what is the leading cause of death in those age 1--44?A.SuicideB.HomicideC.Unintentional injuriesD.CancerE.Heart disease118.In the United States, what is the highest cause of years of potential life lost?A.CancerB.Heart diseaseC.HomicideD.Motor vehicle accidentE.Obesity119.Using 75 years as the endpoint, which of the following scenarios contributes to the highest number of years of potential life lost (YPLL)? A.Contaminated equipment at a nursing home leading to deaths of 10 patients, all aged older than 75B.Drowning of a 10-year-oldC.Homicide of a 50-year-old man and his 48-year-old wifeD.Intentional drug overdose of a 35-year-old and his 55-year-old companionE.Motor vehicle accident killing four people aged 68120.A gas leak in an underground subway kills 50 people. The number of people killed have been arranged into the following table based upon age:People killed in gas leak in underground subwayAge group\<11--1415--2425--3435--4445--5455--6465--74\>75Number of deaths5555555510Assuming an endpoint of 75 years of age, what is the approximate overall number of years of potential life lost (YPLL)?A.500B.975C.1625D.1875E.Need more information121.Assuming the sum of immigration and emigration is zero, what type of population growth is represented in the following population pyramid? A.GrowingB.StableC.DecliningD.No specific patternE.Impossible to tell122.A startup air conditioning company states that their revolutionary product can eliminate sick building syndrome (SBS). After a local office building of 1000 workers upgrades to their product, they notice that the prevalence of SBS reduces from 225 employees to 125 employees. What is the risk difference attributed to the new air conditioning system?A.−0.1B.−0.13C.−0.2D.−0.23E.0.3123.After the completion of a stage 2 study in 300 teenage girls for a new mononucleosis vaccination, a biotech company has found that 80 of the 200 study participants exposed to the experimental immunization developed mononucleosis. Meanwhile, 80 of the 100 girls given the placebo developed mononucleosis. What is the vaccine efficacy percentage?A.26.7%B.40%C.50%D.53.3%E.80%124.A nursing student is studying the relationship between red meat consumption and colon cancer. He wants to figure out the percent of colon cancer cases caused by elevated red meat consumption amongst red meat eaters. Which equation is the most appropriate way to calculate this relationship?A.Attributable riskB.Attributable risk percentC.Population attributable riskD.Population attributable risk percentE.Risk ratio125.20 years after accidental exposure to Chemical X at a texture mill, the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) wishes to conduct an analysis between the link of Chemical X and brain cancer. A retrospective cohort study is conducted in 300 former employees. 100 of them were exposed to Chemical X. 15% of those exposed to Chemical X had received a diagnosis of brain cancer. Meanwhile, 10% of those that were not exposed to Chemical X had received a diagnosis of brain cancer.What is the relative risk (*RR*) of diagnosis of brain cancer in those exposed to Chemical X, compared to those unexposed to Chemical X?A.0.667B.1.0C.1.5D.1.8E.2.5126.A case-control study is analyzed with which of the following tools?A.Attack rateB.Cox regression analysisC.Odds ratioD.Meta-analysisE.Risk ratio127.What is the name of the program conducted by the CDC in conjunction with state health departments to monitor trends in women and infant care by surveying pregnant women and women that have just given birth?A.Federal Obstetrics Monitoring Program (FOMP)B.Obstetrics Surveillance Network (OSN)C.Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System (PRAMS)D.Survey of Maternal Care (SMC)E.Women and Infant Survey (WIS)128.In which case is the odds ratio a poor estimate of the risk ratio?A.A case-control study is used to yield the odds ratioB.If the prevalence is \>10%C.The total number of subjects is \>100D.The outcome is rareE.When causation has been established129.A body builder believes that the trendy unregulated supplement he has been taking is responsible for his constipation. He asks his friend, a biostatistician, to look into this claim. The biostatistician decides to hold a study to quantify the relationship between this supplement and constipation. He randomly samples 120 gym members with similar demographics. Fifty-five of those surveyed were also on the supplement. Of those on the supplement, seven had constipation. Of the gym members not on the supplement, 13 had constipation.The data can be filled into the following 2 × 2 table:Which value goes in box X?A.48B.52C.55D.65E.100130.What alcohol's relationship to cirrhosis?A.Necessary and sufficientB.Necessary and not sufficientC.Not necessary and not sufficientD.Not necessary and sufficientE.None of the above131.Healthcare is typically \_\_\_\_\_ for improved health status when one has an infectious health ailment such as HIV.Which of the following options best answers this question?A.EfficientB.SufficientC.NecessaryD.Sufficient and necessaryE.None of the above132.Which of the following conditions is classified as nondifferential error?A.A case-control study where exposed subjects are misclassified as unexposed and a similar number of unexposed are classified as exposedB.A case-control study where exposed subjects are misclassified as unexposed, but no unexposed subjects are misclassifiedC.Interviewing mothers of children with birth defects about chemical exposures in pregnancyD.Study participants receiving the experimental drug dropping out of a study due to adverse effects, while subjects in the placebo group remain in the studyE.None of the above133.A study selects 1800 men aged 57--60 for a trial of a new type of cholesterol drug. 89% of the subjects on the drug are found to have decreased cholesterol with an alpha value of 0.01, averaging a 30 mg/dL decrease from those on the placebo. Over time, the risk of cardiovascular events was reduced 15% compared to those in the placebo group. When considering whether to approve this drug for all people at risk of dyslipidemia, which of the following might the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) say about this study?A.The drug has poor clinical significanceB.The trial lacks internal validityC.The trial lacks external validityD.The trial is not statistically significantE.There is no need for new cholesterol medications134.Which of the following contributes to the difference between vaccine effectiveness and vaccine efficacy?A.Antivaccination public sentimentB.Limited access to vaccinationsC.Improper storage of a vaccineD.Prohibitive cost of the vaccineE.All of the above135.A researcher has proposed a formula to predict the number of soldiers that develop post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) based on their wartime duties.Prior to initiating the study, the researcher wishes to see how accurate the formula is if the expected parameters were to vary. What is the name of the process used to accomplish this?A.Attributable riskB.Data organizationC.Sensitivity analysisD.Standard deviationE.None of the above136.Which term best describes the severity of an infection once the disease occurs?A.InfectivityB.ImmunogenicityC.PathogenicityD.Secondary attack rateE.Virulence137.As the director of a local health department, the director of the emergency preparedness division submits a report to you about an abrupt increase in the number of influenza-like-illness (ILI) cases reported by local clinics and health departments. Additionally, the report cites increased purchasing of over the counter cold remedy medications from local pharmacies. Local clinicians report an increase in the number of confirmed influenza cases.After speaking with a representative at the CDC, it appears that the influenza virus has mutated to a form that is not covered by the annual vaccination. Furthermore, it has turned into a strain that only those older than 45 years old demonstrate any immunity.What is the best explanation for this influenza epidemic?A.Antigenic driftB.Antigenic shiftC.Malaria coinfectionD.Recall biasE.Resistance to neuraminidase inhibitor138.A geographic territory experiences an outbreak of laboratory confirmed influenza in chickens. The prevalence of humans diagnosed with influenza is unchanged. Prevalence of influenza in chickens had been stable for the prior two decades. The surrounding region has not noticed a change in influenza incidence in humans or animals.How is this outbreak in chickens best categorized?A.EndemicB.EnzooticC.EpidemicD.EpizooticE.Pandemic139.What is the first step in an epidemiologic investigation?A.Characterize the epidemic (time, place)B.Develop a hypothesisC.Establish a case definitionD.Establish a diagnosisE.Determine whether or not an epidemic is occurring140.In clinical trial testing for a new drug, what does it mean when the ED~50~ and TD~50~ are close to each other?A.Depends on the type of drugB.The drug is widely considered to be safeC.The drug has little margin for safetyD.The LD~50~ is likely close to the ED~50~ and TD~50~E.None of the above141.What is the name of the joint venture between the CDC and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to monitor post-market vaccine safety for immunizations licensed in the United States?A.American Inoculation Safety NetworkB.Immunization Complication Monitoring OrganizationC.Phase 4 Study Observation ProgramD.US Shot Surveillance AlignmentE.Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System142.Which of the following best describes the purpose of an IRB?A.To recommend physicians for privileges at a hospitalB.Analyze results of utilization reviewC.Review the ethics of a research studyD.Review cases of clinician misconduct for the state licensing boardE.Determine accreditation status for educational institutions.143.Which of the following is not necessary in order to obtain informed consent?A.IRB approvalB.Legal decision making capacityC.Presumption of competenceD.Understanding of risks and benefitsE.Voluntary decision making, without coercion144.A researcher believes that the current gold standard of screening for a lethal disease yields more harm than benefit. This disease is currently curable with modern medicine and there are no other screening techniques. He proposes to the IRB that he conduct a cohort study where he screens some subjects at risk with the current test and allows the others to go unscreened.What is a potential concern of the IRB? A.The test may significantly alter the way that clinicians screen for this diseaseB.The company that manufactures the treatment may suffer financial lossC.It would be unethical to not screen patients for a curable diseaseD.Harms exceeding benefits is not a legitimate concern to investigateE.Disproving the benefit profile of the screening test would alter the test's indications145.Which of the following groups are not included in interviews used in the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH)?A.Adults in apartmentsB.College students in dormitoriesC.Homeless people in sheltersD.Inmates in prisonE.All of the above are included146.The Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) is part of which organization?A.Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance SystemB.Centers for Disease Control and PreventionC.Department of JusticeD.Office of National Drug Control PolicyE.Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration147.Which of the following is the largest contributor to the IMR in the United States?A.Congenital malformationsB.Low birth weightC.Maternal complicationsD.Sudden infant death syndromeE.Respiratory distress of newborn
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1.**A. Cross-sectional**Cross-sectional studies look at a snapshot of the population being studied. Extrapolating the population findings to an individual level may lead to ecological fallacy, in which an association at the population level is not necessarily true at the individual level. This is especially true when there is a larger population (constituting a cross-sectional ecological study). For example, a cross-sectional ecological study showing that City B has a higher rate of mesothelioma than City C may falsely lead someone to believe that all residents of City B are more likely than residents of City C to get mesothelioma, regardless of asbestos exposure.2.**B. Cohort**A RCT allows the investigator control over the exposure. Although an RCT would yield the most robust results, it would also be considered unethical to withhold a screening tool that has been shown by multiple previous studies to be effective.A cohort study would involve enrolling study participants based off their exposure, in this case whether or not he/she had a screening colonoscopy. Information gained from a cohort study can be used to compare case fatality ratios and determine how effective an intervention is.A case-control study categorizes study participants based off of their disease status rather than their exposure status and is thus less appropriate for this example.3.**E. Cancer**The vital statistics sector of each state's department of health records birth, death, marriage, and divorce. Cancer is typically reported through registries recorded at health facilities. Hospital cancer registries send their records to the central cancer registry in its state. The state cancer registry will then submit it to the CDC's National Cancer Institute's Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program.4.**C. National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS)**The NCHS compiles statistical information in numerous categories from numerous sources (states, municipalities, private organizations, etc.). These statistics are used to guide public health decision making and create goals, such as the Healthy People program. In addition to storing health statistics, NCHS also collects health data. The NHANES is hosted within NCHS.5.**C. Statisticians that analyze the data**When a study has subjective outcomes, such as wrinkle reduction, blinding the parties is used to eliminate bias. Single-blinded studies blind the study participants. Double-blinded studies blind the study participants and the study investigators. Triple-blinded studies blind the study participants, study investigators, and the statisticians. Blinding is less common in objective studies, such as those recording lab results, but it still may be beneficial.The IRB is the group that approves studies, mainly based on how ethical and feasible they are. There is no need to blind this group. Shareholders should not have influence over the internal workings of the study, so there is no need to blind this group either.6.**D. Randomized controlled**The main difference between an observational study and a controlled study is that controlled studies will manipulate the risk factor. In a randomized controlled trial (RCT), exposure to the risk factor is determined by those conducting the study; thus, it is an experimental study and not an observational one.7.**A. Length bias**Length bias occurs when a less aggressive disease appears to have a higher incidence. This is because slower moving diseases are more likely to be detected since the subject is alive for longer. To the contrary, diseases that cause mortality sooner are less likely to be detected.Length bias is often confused with lead-time bias. Lead-time bias occurs when the diagnosis is made earlier and creates the illusion that the subject lived longer than if the diagnosis were made later. If a subject with a terminal disease is diagnosed 1 month earlier, he will still die at the same time. However, the records will indicate that he lived one month later with the earlier diagnosis.8.**E. Randomly assigning 1000 study participants to separate arms in a study**Nondifferential error/bias is also called random error, or chance error. If a sample is has equal amounts of error on both sides of the true value, the error will cancel out and the overall value will closely approximate the true value. Differential error/bias produces deviation in one direction from the true value, either above or below.Answers A, B, C, and D are all examples of differential bias. All of these answers target only one of the two populations that should be interrogated equally. In answer "A," only the men and not the women are questioned about marital happiness. In answer "B," the CHF patients that have been discharged will not be questioned regarding their experience. The patients that have been discharged sooner may have a different perception of their hospital stay. In answer "C," the researcher contributes to recall bias by pressuring mothers of autistic children, but not the nonautistic. Mothers of children with mental or physical disabilities are more likely to reflect more heavily on their exposures and activities during pregnancy. In answer "D," the scale produces a differential bias by pushing the observed value in one direction away from the true value.Only answer E is an example of nondifferential bias. Participants are randomized equally, without bias.9.**D. Lead-time bias**Lead-time bias is the appearance that early diagnosis of a disease prolongs survival with that disease. In this case, the FDA panel should be concerned that the early diagnosis of pancreatic cancer is not actually increasing the length of time that the patients live.Confounding is not a type of bias. Confounding occurs when there is a variable interacting with the independent variable (exposure) and dependent variable (outcome).The Hawthorne effect is also known as observer bias. It is the theory that people (including study participants) will change their behavior if they believe that they are being observed.Misclassification bias occurs where there are errors in recording disease or exposure.Length bias occurs when the prevalence of a disease with a longer lasting disease appears higher than the prevalence of shorter lasting diseases. Consider "Disease X," which lasts 1 month and "Disease Y," which lasts for 6 months. There are 5 months of extra opportunity for "Disease Y" to be discovered, leading to the appearance of a higher prevalence compared to "Disease X."10.**D. Hawthorne effect**The Hawthorne effect states that individual behavior is changes when a person is aware they are being observed. In this case, the nurses are more likely to use the soap because they are being observed. However, the nurses on the first floor are even more likely to use soap because there is a higher risk of being discovered to not be in compliance with study parameters.Regression towards the mean states that the further a value is from the mean, the more likely future recordings are closer to the mean. For example, if an otherwise healthy patient presents to your clinic and is found to have high blood pressure, future blood pressure readings are expected to be closer to the true blood pressure.The healthy worker effect states that workers are typically healthier than the general population because they are different from the general population, as ill and disabled people are typically unemployed.The placebo effect, occurs when a person believes they are healthier because they are receiving treatment, even if the treatment is not scientifically effective.Random error is an accepted discrepancy in clinical studies. It may be controlled for in all phases of study design. There is no reason to believe that random error is the source of the findings in this vignette.11.**E. Regression towards the mean**Regression towards the mean states that the further a value is from the mean, the more likely future recordings are closer to the mean. Systolic blood pressure is not a static measurement: It varies daily, and those recorded at outlier measures are more likely to be at the extreme for their norm. Over time, an individuals recorded blood pressures will average out to more accurately show their mean.The Hawthorne effect is the observation that individual behavior changes once that individual is aware they are being observed.Information bias is the use of erroneous study data and may result from imprecise and invalid study measures.Neyman bias (also known as selective survival bias), occurs when cases in a study that survive have different exposures than those that die.Recall bias occurs when those that suffer an adverse event recall their exposure history differently than those that did not suffer an event. A common example is that mothers of children with birth anomalies may recall their pregnancy differently than mothers of healthy children.12.**D. Stratification**Stratification is the only technique listed that reduces confounding during the analysis stage. It involves breaking the data into strata that can be more descriptive. For example, stratification of elementary school students would reveal that 3^rd^ graders have higher understanding of math than 1st graders, but less than 5th graders. Randomization, restriction, and matching are all techniques to reduce confounding during the design stage of a study. Hypothesis testing is not a method used to control for confounding.13.**A. Alcohol**Confounding is a type of bias that occurs when a third variable influences (confounds with) the factor of interest and skews the observed result between exposure and disease. A confounding variable by definition must be associated with both the outcome and exposure. In this example, alcohol use is a confounder, as it is a risk factor for cardiovascular disease and is associated with cigarette smoking.Confounding may be accounted for and controlled in studies. Controls to reduce confounding may be built into the design stage, or analysis stage of a study. Ways to control for confounding in the design stage include randomization, restriction, and matching. Ways to control for confounding in the analysis stage include standardization, stratification, and statistical modeling.14.**C. Sensitivity, specificity, and prevalence**Bayes' theorem is a mathematical tool for figuring out the probability of an event. It can be calculated every time new information is received that may alter the probability of the event.Once a prior probability is known the next sequential event will yield a posterior probability. When more information is learned, the former posterior probability becomes the prior probability and a new posterior probability is calculated. Prevalence is equivalent to a prior probability. Bayes' theorem can be considered an alternative method of calculating the PPV.The following formula may be used in place of Bayes' theorem:$\mathit{Posterior}\mathit{Probability} = \frac{(\mathit{Prevalence}{)(}\mathit{Sensitivity})}{\left( {\mathit{Prevalence})(\mathit{Sensitivity}} \right){+ \lbrack}\left( {1 - \mathit{Prevalence}} \right){\left( 1 - \mathit{Specificity} \right)\rbrack}}$This formula may be difficult to remember, but the prevalence, specificity, and sensitivity can be used to fill out the cells of a 2 × 2 table, which will yield the PPV.15.**B. Person-time**Incidence density is a tool used to describe the number of new cases of a disease (incidence) per summation of time that each person is at risk of disease in a specified time and place. It is useful for observing dynamic populations (including clinical trials), where people are entering the leaving the risk pool. Additionally, it allows for each subject to be counted in the numerator more than once. This is important in cases where a subject experiences the disease of interest more than once.For example, a researcher may be interested in observing a daycare to see how frequently children develop conjunctivitis over a 3-year period. In this setting, not all children are in the daycare for the same amount of time. Moreover, some children contract conjunctivitis more than once. If one child attends the daycare daily for 36 months and another is only there for 6 months, the overall person-time would be 42 months.The downside of person-years is that a few amount of subjects may substantially influence the incidence density. This happens when a small number of people are observed over a long period of time are calculated along with a large number of people observed for a short duration.16.**B. 0.25 cases/person-year**Refer to Answer \#15 (directly above) for an explanation of incidence density.The time period of observation in this vignette is measured in years. Altogether, the six patients combined for 16 years of observation. During that time period, there were four cases of influenza.$\mathit{Incidence}{\mathit{Density} =}\frac{{\#\mathit{New}}\mathit{Cases}}{\mathit{Summation}\mathit{of}{\mathit{Person} - \mathit{Time}}} = \frac{4}{16{\mathit{Person} - \mathit{Year}}} = \frac{0.25\mathit{Cases}}{\mathit{Person} - \mathit{Year}}$17.**B. Central limit theorem**The central limit theorem states that when there are a large amount of mutually independent random variables, the mean population will approach normal distribution. A general rule of thumb is that for the central limit theorem to hold true, *N* ≥ 30.The Hawthorne effect is the phenomenon where subjects change their behavior because they are aware that they are being observed.Inferential statistics methods allow one to make a statement about the general population by studying a smaller part of that population.Binomial distribution describes data that has two discrete outcomes, typically success or failure.Kaplan--Meier function is a tool used to examine survival analysis.18.**B. 70**The IQ is a tool for gauging intellectual abilities. It is determined through standardized testing to calculate the mental age, which is then divided by the chronological age and multiplied by 100. IQ was designed to follow a normal distribution with the central mean at 100 and the standard deviation of 15. As always, 68% of people fall within one standard deviation of the mean (85--115), 95% fall within two standard deviations of the norm (70--130), and 99% fall within three standard deviations of the norm (55--155). Observations more than two standard deviations from the mean are typically considered to be abnormal.Two standard deviations below 100 is 70. An IQ of 70 nearly meets criteria for intellectual disability from the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) categorize intellectual disability as follows: Mild (50--69), moderate (35--49), severe (20--34), and profound (\>20). Individuals with intellectual disability experience reduced intellect and impaired adaptive functioning.19.**C. 0.33**The *Z-score* describes how many standard deviations are between an observed value and the mean. Observed values that are larger than the mean will have positive *Z-scores*, while observed values that are less than the mean will have negative *Z-scores*. It can be calculated through the following formula:$Z\text{-}{\mathit{score} =}\frac{x - \mu}{\sigma}$*x* is the observed value*μ* is the mean of the distribution*σ* is the standard deviationTo solve this problem, it is important to understand that the IQ scale was designed to follow a normal distribution with the central mean at 100 and the standard deviation of 15.The *Z-score* for an IQ of 105 is calculated as follows:$Z\text{-}{\mathit{score}}\mathit{IQ}{105 =}\frac{105 - 100}{15} = \frac{5}{15}{= 0.334}$20.**A. Mean**In this set, 3000 is the outlier. This outlier would greatly skew the mean. With the full set, the mean is 281.8. Without the value of 3000 contributing to the mean, the overall mean drops to 10.The geometric mean is typically used for extremely large numbers. It is most often used in logarithmic fashion. The geometric mean is found by multiplying all of the numbers (*n*) in the set and then taking the nth root of the product. Another method of calculating the geometric mean involves converting all of the numbers in a set into a logarithmic scale. The geometric mean cannot be used on negative numbers, or the number zero.21.**D. 50%**To answer this question, it is important to understand the definition of obesity. Obesity is determined based on the body mass index (BMI), which is calculated as a person's weight in kilograms (kg) divided by the person's height in meters squared (m^2^).CategoryBMI (kg/m^2^)Underweight\<18.5Healthy18.5--24.9Overweight25.0--29.9Obese≥30.0Five of the ten (50%) people filing claims are obese.22.**D. Mean \> median \> mode**If a distribution is skewed to one side, there are fewer events on that side of the curve. This means that there are more events on the other side of the curve. An easy way to remember this is that skew rhymes with few.In a skewed distribution, relative positions of the measures of central tendency is constant. From the tail (side with few) to the peak, the order is mean, median, and mode, as is shown in the diagram.23.**B. G**To solve this problem, you must first put the physicians in order of the number of patients they saw:$150,220,250,250,300,315,335,360,390,400,410$After placing the numbers in ascending order, you must then multiply the number of subjects by the percentage sought. This leads to 0.50 × 11 = 5.5. After rounding this number up, you get the 6th number. The 6th number in the ascending series is 315. Therefore, 315 represents the 50th percentile. The 50th percentile is also called the median.The same method of calculation can be used for all percentiles, not just the 50th. As there is no universally correct consensus on how to measure percentiles and quantiles, some numbers may slightly vary by mathematician.To calculate the interquartile range (the middle 50%), subtract the number found at the 25th percentile from the 75th percentile.24.**B. The confidence interval becomes smaller**As the number of subjects increases, the confidence interval becomes smaller. This is because the confidence interval is calculated by the formula $\overline{x}{\pm Z}\text{-}{\mathit{score}(}\frac{S.D.}{\sqrt{n}})$, where n represent the number of trials. $\frac{S.D.}{\sqrt{n}}$ represents the standard error of the mean (S.E.M), which describes how far a population mean varies from the true mean. Since n is in the denominator, the S.E.M. will decrease as n increases. As the S.E.M. decreases, the confidence interval decreases.The NNT is a function of the attributable risk and is unrelated to the number of overall subjects.As the number of subjects increases, the power increases.Clinical relevance of a study is unrelated to the number of subjects.As the prevalence of a disease increases, the PPV increases. Thus, the PPV will only increase if the number of subjects with the disease of interest increases.25.**A. If the drug is tested on 1000 similar sample populations, 950 would lose a mean between 1 and 39 lbs.**The true value of this weight loss medication may never be known. However, confidence intervals provide a range of values that are believed to include this value. Confidence intervals are often preferred to *p-*values because they convey more information. Using the information presented in the vignette, the reader is not only able to tell that the average weight loss is 20 lbs, the reader is also able to know that if this subject is repeated in a similar group 95% of the time, the average weight loss will fall between 1 and 39 lbs.Confidence intervals are used to describe parameters of the study population, not the individual subjects. If the confidence interval characterizing a risk difference does not include 0, the findings are said to be statistically significant. This is because if 0 is not included in the confidence interval, less than 5% of similar studies would have a mean of 0. A risk difference of 0 means that there is no change. Similarly, if a confidence interval describing an odds ratio (*OR*) or risk ratio (*RR*) includes 1, the results are not statistically significant. This vignette describes the risk difference, not the *OR* or *RR*.Clinical significance depends on the situation and the person interpreting the data. A 1 lb weight loss may not be considered clinically significant in a 250 lbs person, but a 39 lbs weight loss in a 250 lbs person is significant.26.**C. Larger samples produce smaller confidence intervals**The true value of an intervention within a population may never be known. Confidence intervals provide a range of values that are believed to include this value. They are used to describe parameters of the study population, not the individual subjects. A confidence interval gives the likelihood of future studies to yield a range of results. A 95% confidence interval means that 95 out of 100 studies in similar groups will yield a population statistic that falls within the confidence interval.Unlike *p-*values, confidence intervals are expressed in units. Confidence intervals are often preferred to *p-*values because they convey more information. Both confidence intervals and *p-*values express a degree of certainty, which may be converted from one approach to the other. For example, a 95% confidence interval is the same as a *p-*value of 0.05.If the confidence interval characterizing a risk difference does not include 0, the findings are said to be statistically significant. This is because if 0 is not included in the confidence interval, less than 5% of similar studies would have a mean of 0. A risk difference of 0 means that there is no change. Similarly, if a confidence interval describing an odds ratio (*OR*) or risk ratio (*RR*) includes 1, the results are not statistically significant.Confidence intervals measure precision around a point estimate. Larger studies are more precise and yield more narrow intervals. In homogenous confidence intervals, all values carry equal importance. However, in heterogeneous confidence intervals, certain values hold more significance than others.27.**B. 98%**97.5% of the medical students passed the exam. To better understand this question, one must understand standard deviation within the normal distribution. When the count is normally distributed, 68% will fall within one standard deviation. Half of these (34%) will be greater than the mean and the other half (34%) wall fall below the mean. Roughly 96% of the count will fall between two standard deviations. Half of the 96% (48%) will fall above the mean and half below. The remaining 4% falls outside of the two standard deviations, with 2% above and 2% below the cutoff.The following illustration demonstrates the distribution of the test scores. All of the students that received a score greater than two standard deviations below the mean have been shaded in gray. Adding together all of the gray segments, one can find that 98% of the medical students passed their art history course. They are now able to continue their medical education and take a course in geography.28.**C. 0.8**This question requires the understanding of probabilities. For any event, the highest possible probability is 1.0, while the lowest possible probability is 0.If the number of alcohol (0.6) and opiate (0.5) abusers are added together, the number would be 1.10, which is not a possible percentage. This addition does not account for overlap in the group that abuse both alcohol and opiates. If alcohol and opiate abuse were mutually exclusive, adding these two numbers would yield the correct answer.To find the probability that the next patient abuses either alcohol or opiates, the Rule of Addition must be used. This requires the addition of the events of interest (alcohol and opiate abuse), minus the common overlap between events. Therefore the answer to this question would be calculated by:$0.\text{6} + \text{0}.5 - 0.\text{3} = \text{0}.8$There is a 0.8 probability that the next patient will abuse either alcohol or opiates.29.**E. 1.4**$\mathit{Standardized}\mathit{Mortality}{\mathit{Ratio} =}\frac{\mathit{Observed}\mathit{Number}\mathit{of}\mathit{Deaths}}{\mathit{Expected}\mathit{Number}\mathit{of}\mathit{Deaths}} \times 100$Calculating the standardized mortality ratio (SMR) is a method dividing the total number of observed deaths in a population to the total number of expected deaths in a population. The number is usually multiplied by 100, leaving the standard population with a value of 100. If the observed number of deaths is greater than the expected number of deaths, the SMR will be \>1.30.**E. Indirect adjustment**Adjustment produces fictional numbers that can be used to compare populations with different variables. There are two forms of adjustment: Direct adjustment and indirect adjustment. Direct adjustment requires a second population from the original, which is used to extrapolate rates that create a less biased comparison. Meanwhile, indirect rates are performed when there is no comparison population, so a standard population must be used to accomplish the same goal.The standardized mortality ratio (SMR) is a form of indirect adjustment used to evaluate the actual versus the expected ratio of deaths and compare this metric between populations.$\mathit{Standardized}\mathit{Mortality}{\mathit{Ratio} =}\frac{\mathit{Observed}\mathit{Number}\mathit{of}\mathit{Deaths}}{\mathit{Expected}\mathit{Number}\mathit{of}\mathit{Deaths}} \times 100$An SMR value of 1 indicates that the number of observed deaths is what is expected. Meanwhile, an SMR greater than 1 indicates there have been more observed deaths than expected. Finally, an SMR less than 1 indicates that there have been less observed deaths than expected.The SMR of each population can be compared to others, while holding the variable of concern constant, in order to determine if the outcome of interest (death) is different between populations.None of the other options are directly related to the SMR.31.**B. Reading the book is not associated with his test score**Developing a hypothesis is the first step to answering a statistical question. For any given investigation, there is either an association between the variables, or there is not. A null hypothesis (H~0~) assumes that there is no difference between the variables being tested. To the contrary, an alternative hypothesis (H~A~) assumes that there is a difference between the variables. The alternative hypothesis may be considered the opposite of the null hypothesis.The null hypothesis is assumed to be true unless stated otherwise. The purpose of a hypothesis test is to determine if the sample results of a study provide enough evidence against the null that it is likely the null would be false in the target population. Once the null is rejected, the alternate hypothesis is accepted as true. If the null cannot be rejected, it does not mean that the null is accepted as true. This is because data that is insufficient to show that a difference between variables is zero does not prove that the difference is zero.In this case, the null hypothesis would assume that there is no association between reading the book and test score. Meanwhile, alternative hypothesis states that there is an association between reading the book and test score.32.**C. Accept the alternative hypothesis when there is a low *p-*value**The answer builds upon the explanation of hypothesis testing from Answer \#31 (directly above).The strength of evidence to accept or reject the null hypothesis is calculated as the *p-*value. It estimates the probability of finding an association in the target population as large as the association found in the sample, while assuming that the null hypothesis is true. A small *p-*value means that the association found in the sample is unlikely to be due to chance. Furthermore, the null and alternative hypothesis are differentiated by an artificial cut point, known as the significance level. If the *p-*value is less than the significance level, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted. Because it is considered to be a measure of strength of evidence against the null, the *p-*value should not be used to infer whether or not the null is true or false.33.**E. More than one of the above**A type I error occurs when a null hypothesis is rejected when it is actually true. It is frequently called a false-positive. If the true null is rejected, that means the alternative hypothesis may falsely accepted when the association may be due to chance. The probability of making a type 1 error is represented by α.A type II error occurs when a false null hypothesis is not rejected, while the alternative hypothesis is true. This is known as a false-negative. The probability of making this type of error is represented by β. The power (1 − β) of a study is the likelihood of committing a type II error.34.**D. This is a type II error because the result is likely negative when the disease is present**This question requires understanding the concept of anergy. Anergy refers to an inadequate immune response and may be a result of several variables including: The age of the patient, the overall health of the patient, immunosuppression, and many other factors. In this problem, the poorly controlled HIV status implies that the patient is immunosuppressed and incapable of demonstrating a response to the PPD. Therefore, the PPD will be negative, despite the patient actually having tuberculosis.This question is an example of a Type II error. Also known as false-negative error and beta error, type II error occurs when something is declared as false, when it is actually true. This type of error may occur in cases of anergy and testing within the window period, amongst many other examples.A type I error occurs when something is declared as true, when it is actually false. This type of error is also known as false-positive error and alpha error. An example of a type I error would be a positive PPD due to nontuberculosis mycobacterium exposure. In this instance, a positive PPD would indicate that a patient has been exposed to tuberculosis, when they have not. Another example of a type I error would be a positive RPR while testing for syphilis in a patient that has Lyme disease, lupus, malaria, or is pregnant.35.**D. 78, 82**The confidence interval is derived by using the formula:$\mathit{Confidence}{\mathit{Interval}\left( Z \right.}\text{-}{\left. \mathit{score} \right) =}\overline{x}{+ Z}\text{-}\mathit{score}\left( \frac{\mathit{SD}}{\sqrt{n}} \right)$Where:- $\overline{x}$ is the mean- $\frac{SD}{\sqrt{n}}$ represents the standard error of the mean (SEM), the variation within a sample- 95% of the scores fall within 1.96 standard deviations of the mean.The equation is solved by plugging in the numbers as follows:${95\% =}{80 \pm 1.96}\left( \frac{15}{\sqrt{225}} \right){= 80 \pm 1.96}\left( 1 \right){= 78.04,81.96}$36.**A. Increases**As the Prevalence of the disease in the population increases, the PPV increases. Alternatively, when the prevalence increases, the NPV decreases.37.**D. Increasing the null from 65th to 75th percentile**The power of a test is the probability of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis. A study with insufficient power may not detect and accurately identify an important causative effect. Increasing the number of study participants always increases the power. Power can be represented by the equation: Power = 1 − beta, where beta represents the probability of rejecting the null when the null is actually true. Therefore, as beta increases, power decreases (answer C). Increasing the threshold of the null hypothesis (answer D) means that the null is more likely to be rejected, thus increasing power. As the difference between the alternative and mean hypothesis increases, the power will also increase.A higher alpha level will result in rejecting the null more often, thus increasing power (answer B).38.**E. All of the above are considerations when calculating sample size**Determining minimum sample size for a study is an important stage in the planning process. Having a large enough sample size is important for obtaining power and detecting a clinically meaningful differences with statistical assurance. On the other end, having a large sample size is expensive and exhausts resources. A common goal of clinical researchers is to find the minimum number of study participants necessary to yield meaningful results that are valid, accurate, reliable, and have integrity.Each study has special considerations when determining the sample size. The type of study and the hypothesis being tested are primary considerations. Other important variables include the degree of precision desired, expected attrition (dropout) rates, size of population under investigation, and the method of sampling adopted.The larger the sample size, the greater the accuracy and precision. Specific types of studies may anticipate larger attrition. There should be enough study participants to counteract the expected attrition. Larger populations call for larger sample sizes to represent enough of the population to produce accurate study conclusions. Finally, sample size depends on the type of sampling being used. For example, randomly drawn studies will require a larger sample size than a stratified sampling plan.Sample size calculation should be deliberated with consideration to precision analysis, power analysis, and probability assessment. A large part of calculations are based upon criteria for controlling type I and type II errors. Sample size calculation is typically performed in stages: Size estimation/determination, sample size justification, sample size adjustment, and sample size re-estimation. Each stage carried specific considerations. For example, the adjustment stage must consider factors such as expected attrition rate and covariates.39.**B. Dependent variable**This equation is the key to performing multivariable analysis, which is used to understand the relationship that different independent variables interact upon a dependent variable. This type of analysis is useful for showing the change in a dependent variable when one or more independent variable changes.${In} y = a + b_{1}x_{1} + b_{2}x_{2} + e,$*y* = dependent variable*a* = regression constant, the starting point where independent variables begin to act on the dependent variable*b* = adjustment coefficient that weighs different independent variables according to importance*x* = independent variable*e* = errorAn example of multivariate analysis would be the understanding of how grade point average (GPA), physics test scores, biology test scores, and chemistry test scores correlate with medical school entrance exam scores. If the entrance exam emphasizes biology most of all, the biology test scores will hold a higher adjustment coefficient. $$\begin{array}{ll}
{Entrance Exam Score(y) =} & {Beginning Knowledge(a)} \\
 & {+ Adjustment Coefficient(b_{1}) \times PhysicsScores(x_{1})} \\
 & {+ Adjustment Coefficient(b_{2}) \times Biology Scores(x_{2})} \\
 & {+ Adjustment Coefficient(b_{3}) \times ChemistryScores(x_{3})} \\
 & {+ Error(e)} \\
\end{array}$$40.**C. There is a positive correlation between time of sunset and traffic**The variable (*r*) describes the linear correlation between two quantitative variables. Potential values of r span from −1 to +1. If *r* \< 0, the correlation is negative. If *r* = 0, there is no correlation. If *r* \> 0, the correlation is positive. Answer "D" is not correct because correlation does not equal causation. In this example, it is unlikely that the sun setting causes more traffic, or that an increase in traffic causes the sun to set. It is more likely that rush hour occurs during the time the sun is setting.41.**E. Positive linear**A line of best fit can be used to help identify a linear relationship between variables. When inserted into the scatterplot from the vignette, it reveals a positive linear relationship.This question is an example of correlation analysis. When the investigator has control over the independent variable, it is known as regression analysis.42.**D. Mildly positive**Pearson correlation coefficient is a tool used to estimate the strength of a linear relationship between two normally distributed variables. It is represented by the r value, which varies from −1 to +1. Values closer to −1 have a negative association. That is, when one value decreases, the other increases. In contrast, values closer to +1 have a positive association, meaning both variables increase together. When r is 0, there is no association between the variables.43.**C. Multiple regression**Multiple regression is a method for examining how a normally distributed dependent variable is influenced by two or more continuous independent variables. If performed correctly, it allows researchers to assess the impact of one variable while controlling others. Multiple regression may be viewed as an extension of simple linear regression.44.**C. Studying survival rates in fixed periods**Survival analysis is used to determine the outcome of dichotomous variables, including live/die and success/failure.The actuarial method of survival analysis is used to determine the number of survivors in fixed time intervals, such as years and months. A new line of the table is created for every fixed time period. Because of the set time periods, this method as not as good as the Kaplan--Meier method for accounting for censorship and loss to follow-up. This method is useful medical research and the insurance industries. It may be easier to apply this method if the sample size is large.The Kaplan--Meier method of survival analysis does not have fixed time intervals. A new line of the life table is calculated for every new death. During death free intervals, study participants may be removed from the denominator if these participants are censored or lost to follow-up. This allows for more accurate computation of survival rates. It is easier to apply this method if the sample size is small.45.**D. Meta-analysis**A funnel plot is a tool used to evaluate for publication bias. Publication bias occurs when the results of published studies are different than the results of unpublished studies. There is a tendency of studies demonstrating certain opinions to be published, while studies demonstrating the contrary opinion go unpublished. Consider an example of a study that demonstrates colon cancer screening actually increases the incidence of colon cancer. The researcher may more apprehensive to publish such a study that bucks conventional understanding and may provide a danger to the public. Funnel plots populate a "funnel" of expectations around the mean. Gaps in the funnel may suggest publication bias.Meta-analysis studies are composed of numerous studies and have an inherent risk of publication bias.46.**D. 20**This question is asking about the NNT, the number of people who would need to be treated to benefit one person. It is calculated by the following equation:$\mathit{Number\ Needed\ to\ Treat}\left( \mathit{NNT} \right) = \frac{1}{\mathit{Absol}\mathit{ute\ Risk\ Reduction}}$Where:$\mathit{Absolute\ Risk\ Reduction}\left( \mathit{ARR} \right){= \mathit{Risk}}\left( \mathit{Exposed} \right)–\mathit{Risk}\left( \mathit{Unexposed} \right)$Ideally, the length of time that treatment is required to obtain a unit of benefit should be included in the calculation.In this question, an ARR of 5% (0.05) is given. The NNT is calculated as follows:${{NNT} = 20 =}\frac{1}{0.05}$Meanwhile, the number needed to harm (NNH) is calculated as follows:${\mathit{Number\ Needed\ to\ Harm}\left( \mathit{NNH} \right) =}\frac{1}{\mathit{Absolute\ Risk\ Inc}\mathit{rease}}$47.**E. All of the above**The following nine considerations are widely utilized to distinguish causal from noncausal associations. Although none of the considerations can bring indisputable evidence for causality, together the considerations can have a strong predictive value. Besides temporality, there are no necessary or sufficient criterion to establish a relationship as causal.1.Consistency of association2.Strength of association3.Specificity (only one factor is consistently implicated)4.Temporal factors5.Coherence of explanation---does it make logical sense?6.Biological plausibility7.Experimental evidence from a controlled trial supports causality8.Dose-response relationship9.Analogy (can be applied to similar associations)48.**B. Standard deviation, number of samples**The standard error (*SE*) is calculated as:$\mathit{SE} = \frac{\mathit{SD}}{\left. \sqrt{}N \right.}$Where *SD* = Standard deviation*N* = Number of samplesWhile the *SD* shows the variability of individual observations, the *SE* shows the variability of means of samples.49.**E. None of the above are true**This question is intended to test understanding of statistical inference and validity. Statistical inference is the practice of making general characterizations after analyzing a sample. Part of exercising statistical inference is the assessment of validity. Internal validity describes how well a study represents true associations present within the study. It is dependent on how well the design, data collection, and analysis is performed. Bias and random variation can reduce internal validity. There is nothing to suggest that the study in the vignette lacks internal validity. External validity describes how well results of one study are generalizable to a different population. Due to the small number of subjects, this study lacks external validity and should not be used to infer that patients worldwide will experience similar results.A study may be statistically significant with or without biological or scientific significance. If this study is found to be internally valid, the weight loss medication not promoting weight loss would be considered clinically significant.50.**B. 2**Degrees of freedom (*df*) is calculated by the following formula:$\mathit{Degrees\ of\ Freedom} = \left( \mathit{Rows} - 1 \right)\left( \mathit{Columns} - 1 \right)$In this problem, there are two rows and three columns.$D{\mathit{egrees\ of\ Freedom} =}\left( {2 - 1} \right)\left( {3 - 1} \right){= 2}$51.**D. 57**Chi-squared is the most commonly used nonparametric test and is best for hypothesis testing between categorical variables. When used appropriately, it tells an investigator whether observations are correlated, or if they are due to chance.After rounding, the test statistic is 57. Because of rounding, other people calculating this question may reach a slightly different test statistic.Chi-squared ($\chi^{2}$) is calculated by using the following formula:$\sum\frac{\left( \mathit{Observed\ Data} - \mathit{Expected\ Data} \right)^{2}}{\mathit{Expected\ Data}}$The observed data is the number in the original table that was plotted by the health department employee.The expected data is calculated though the following formula for each box:${\mathit{Expected} =}\frac{\left( \mathit{Rows} \right)\left( \mathit{Columns} \right)}{\left( \mathit{Total} \right)}$This formula is plugged into the original table to get the following:Expected use of outdoor exercise equipment by genderAerobicAnaerobicMen${\mathit{Expected} =}\frac{\left( R \right)\left( C \right){= \left( 125 \right)\left( 100 \right)}}{\left( \mathit{Total} \right){= 275}}{= 45}$${\mathit{Expected} =}\frac{\left( R \right)\left( C \right){= \left( 125 \right)\left( 175 \right)}}{\left( \mathit{Total} \right){= 275}}{= 80}$125Women${\mathit{Expected} =}\frac{\left( R \right)\left( C \right){= \left( 150 \right)\left( 100 \right)}}{\left( \mathit{Total} \right){= 275}}{= 55}$${\mathit{Expected} =}\frac{\left( R \right)\left( C \right){= \left( 150 \right)\left( 175 \right)}}{\left( \mathit{Total} \right){= 275}}{= 95}$150100175275The observed and expected values may now be clearly expressed in the following table:Observed and expected use of outdoor exercise equipment by genderAerobicAnaerobicMen*Observed* 75*Observed* 50*Expected* 45*Expected* 80Women*Observed* 25*Observed* 125*Expected 55Expected 95*100175Finally, the chi-squared equation $\left( \chi^{2} = \sum\left. \frac{\left( \mathit{Observed\ Data} - \mathit{Expected\ Data} \right)^{2}}{\mathit{Expected\ Data}} \right) \right.$ may be used for each box and yield the followingUse of outdoor exercise equipment by genderAerobicAnaerobicMen$\frac{\left( 75 - 45 \right)^{2}}{45}{= 20}$$\frac{\left( 50 - 80 \right)^{2}}{80}{= 11.3}$Women$\frac{\left( 25 - 55 \right)^{2}}{55}{= 16.3}$$\frac{\left( 125 - 95 \right)^{2}}{95}{= 9.5}$100175When these four numbers are added together (20 + 16.3 + 11.3 + 9.5), the test statistic is 57.1. The test statistic is then compared with the $\chi^{2}$ critical value using the $\chi^{2}$ table. To use the table, you must choose a significance level and select the degree of freedom (*df*):$\mathit{Degrees\ of\ Freedom} = \left( \mathit{Rows} - 1 \right)\left( \mathit{Columns} - 1 \right)$In this example, *df* is 1. Following the table, using *df* 1 and α 0.05, the critical value (aka significance value) is found to be 3.84. Because the test statistic is higher than the critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted. This means that the worker's observations show that men and women have different preferences between aerobic and anaerobic exercise machines.52.**B. 40%**The Kappa ratio is a measurement of the agreement between two parties when accounting for random chance. It is necessary to account for chance because random agreements will happen by chance. Kappa ratios are valued from −1 to +1. The further negative the ratio, the more disagreement, while the further positive, the further the agreement. A Kappa ratio of 0 indicates that the agreement is occurring due to chance alone.The true or false answers represent a dichotomous variable that can be placed on a 2 × 2 table. The table is set up by the number of true and number of false responses by each resident. Boxes a and d represent agreement, while boxes b and c represent disagreement.The table below has been filled out with the information extracted from the above vignette.From this, one can calculate the Kappa statistic.$\mathit{Kappa} = \frac{\mathit{Observed}\mathit{Agreement} - \mathit{Agreement}\mathit{Due}\mathit{to}\mathit{Chance}}{\mathit{Total}\mathit{Number} - \mathit{Agreement}\mathit{Due}\mathit{to}\mathit{Chance}}$Where,$$\begin{array}{ll}
{Observed Agreement} & {= Cell a Observed + Cell d Observed} \\
{Agreement Due to Chance} & {= Cell a Agreement Due to Chance} \\
 & {\quad{+ Cell d Agreement Due to Chance}} \\
\end{array}$$ $${Individual}{cell}{agreement}{due}{to}{chance}{is}{found}{by}\frac{(Row Total)(Column Total)}{Total Number}$$$$Cell a Agreement Due to Chance = \frac{(A + B)(A + C)}{Total Number} = \frac{(60)(50)}{100} = 30$$ $$Cell d Agreement Due to Chance = \frac{(D + C)(D + B)}{Total Number} = \frac{(40)(50)}{100} = 20$$ $${To}{solve}{the}\text{equation}: Kappa = \frac{(40 + 30) - (30 + 20)}{100 - (30 + 20)} = \frac{(70) - (50)}{100 - (50)} = 0.4 = 40\%$$53.**B. Paired t-test**No matter how well a study is matched, it is not possible to find better comparisons than the subjects to match themselves. A paired t-test allows researchers to compare the significance of an intervention on a normally distributed group before and after they experience the intervention. The null hypothesis is that the intervention produces little to no difference from before to after. Meanwhile, the alternative hypothesis is true if the before and after measurements are further apart.54.**C. f-test**Analysis of variance (ANOVA) uses the f-test. This test compares the dispersion within individual variable groups to dispersion between variable groups. An f-test is used when one is comparing three or more variables. It may indicate that one group is statistically different from the others, but it does not exhibit which group is different.55.**A. ANOVA**While t-tests are used to directly compare two groups to each other, analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to compare multiple groups simultaneously. The null hypothesis when using ANOVA is that there is no difference between groups. To the contrary, the alternative is that the groups are different. ANOVA does not tell how they are different, only that they are different. After a significant effect has been found through ANOVA, post-hoc analysis is used to tell how the variables differ. In this analysis, post-hoc analysis would determine which coffee is best (and worst).While t-tests could be used to compare the data directly, it is not preferred. This is because it would require each combination of variables to be compared directly. In this case, each coffee would have to be compared against one another. If each t-test has 0.05 risk of error, the overall error rate compounds with each t-test.ANOVA uses the f-test. This test compares the dispersion within individual variable groups to dispersion between variable groups.56.**D. 64%**The coefficient of determination describes the proportion of variation of a dependent variable that can be explained by an independent variable. It can be calculated by squaring the Pearson correlation coefficient. If the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) is 0.8, the coefficient of determination (r^2^) is 0.64, or 64%. This means that hours of sleep (independent variable) is responsible for 64% of point production (dependent variable). Because only 64% of point production is attributed to sleep, 36% (100%--64%) is caused by other factors.Multiple R squared (R^2^) is analogous to r~2~, but is used in multiple regression.57.**B. ANCOVA**The ideal test to calculate this problem should be able to compare the means of categorical independent variables (type of insecticide) with a continuous dependent variable (incidence of mosquito-borne illness). [An]{.ul}alysis [o]{.ul}f [va]{.ul}riance (ANOVA), [an]{.ul}alysis of [cova]{.ul}riance (ANCOVA), and t-test are all capable of performing this calculation. Because there are more than 2 independent variables (3 insecticides), it is less preferable to use the t-test. This is because multiple t-tests would have to be performed, a test comparing each independent variable to one other. Not only does this route take longer, but it also leaves more room for error. ANOVA compares the means of ≥2 independent variables on one dependent variable to investigate if there is a significant difference between the independent variables. ANOVA can only tell that a difference exists, but it cannot tell where the difference is. To find where the difference exists, post-hoc tests should be performed. ANCOVA is similar to ANOVA, except that group means are adjusted by a covariate to adjust for confounding in ANCOVA. Confounding occurs when there is an association between the exposure and outcome that is distorted by another variable, such as age.58.**B. Each is a type of time-series analysis**Cohort studies, epidemic curves, and longitudinal data collection are epidemiologic tools used in time-series analysis. A time-series is a sequence of measurements and observations made at successive points in time. Time-series analysis interprets this data by recognizing time as the independent variable. The effect is measured at various times, including before and after suspected cause, but is not necessarily used to demonstrate causation of correlation. Another example of time-series analysis is the multiple time-series study, in which a suspected risk factor is introduced to several groups at different times.59.**C. Interval**Degrees on the Fahrenheit or Celsius scales are examples of interval data. When an interval scale is used, the exact difference between each number is known. However, because there is no true zero, one number that is twice the other number does not have twice the difference. For example, 60°F is not twice as hot as 30°F.To the contrary ratio numbers have a true zero and exact difference between numbers. For example, 60 meters is exactly twice as long as 30 meters.A nominal scale does not rank the variables, it merely categorizes them, such as the hair color of people a room.An ordinal scale categorizes variables by the order they are placed in, even if there is no constant value between the variables, such as the satisfaction scale of patients in a hospital.60.**C. Ordinal**The possible grouping of variables in this question is: Underweight (BMI \< 18.5%), ideal weight (BMI between 18.5 and 25), overweight (BMI \> 25%), and obese (BMI \> 30%). This grouping of variables are considered ordinal. If the question asked for the type of variable according to each individual weight, the correct answer would be ratio.Ordinal variables have an order, but not necessarily equal values between the variables. Consider the pain scale in a hospital, where the difference between one and two may not be the same as six and seven. Similarly, with regards to BMI classification: Obesity \> overweight \> ideal weight \> underweight.Interval variables are ordered according to value. The difference between ordinal variables and interval variables is that interval variables have set values between the variables. The difference between 67° and 68° is the same as between 97° and 98°.Nominal variables do not have an order and are grouped in name only. An example of nominal variables are colors: Red, blue, green, etc.Ratio variables have a true zero, where zero value actually means there is zero of the variable. In ratio variables, two times of a specific value is actually twice as high. For example, 20K is twice as warm as 10K. To the contrary, 20°C is not twice as warm as 10°CThere is no such thing as numerical variables.61.**D. Ratio**The Kelvin temperature scale is an example of a ratio variable. Other examples include measurements in height (meters, feet) and weight (pounds).For further explanation of nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio variables, refer to Answers \#59 and \#60 (directly above).62.**B. Lower p (success) rate skews the distribution to the right**The binomial distribution curve graphs probabilities of dichotomous, binary variables (not continuous). There is a different binomial distribution for every combination of numbers (*n*) and probability of success (*p*). The larger the number of observations (*n*) and the closer the probability of success (*p*) is to 0.5, the closer the binomial curve appears to the normal curve. If *n* ≥ 30, many statisticians feel comfortable using the normal distribution in place of the binomial distribution.When the smaller the *p*, the further the distribution is skewed to the right. Likewise, the larger the *p*, the further the distribution is skewed to the left. Even with extreme *p*, a larger n will approximate the normal distribution.When the binomial distribution approaches the normal distribution, the following tendency measures apply:${\mathit{Mean} =}\left( n \right)\left( p \right)$$\mathit{Variance} = \left( n \right)\left( p \right)\left( q \right)$$\mathit{Standard}{\mathit{Deviation} =}\sqrt{\left( n \right)\left( p \right)\left( q \right)}$Where:*n* = number of observations*p* = probability of success*q* = probability of failure63.**B. Chi-square**Chi-square uses a hypergeometric probability distribution, where larger numbers accurately follow the distribution. For this reason, chi-square only provides approximate *p-*values. If a sample size is sufficiently small, the sample size will not follow a chi-square distribution.Fisher's [exact]{.ul} test shows exact *p-*values. When larger chi-square numbers are used, the two tests approximate each other. If less than 20% of the cells in a chi-square table have an expected count of \<5, or any one cell has an expected count of \<1, it is recommended to use Fisher's exact test.64.**B. Dichotomous**McNemar's test may be viewed as a special type of chi-squared, in which the variables are not completely independent (variables in chi-square are independent). McNemar's test is used to analyze matched pairs or calculate before and after changes in the same variable. While the t-test analyzes continuous variables, McNemar's test checks for an association between binary/dichotomous variables65.**C. Mann--Whitney U test**The Mann--Whitney U test is a nonparametric test comparable to the two sample t-test. It is used to test the median between two groups. The null hypothesis is that both groups are similar. The alternative hypothesis is that the two populations are different.66.**C. 7**The interquartile range is the difference between the 25th and 75th percentiles of the observations.To calculate the interquartile range, the observations should be placed in ascending order.~1~59, ~2~62, ~3~62, ~4~62, ~5~64, ~6~65, ~7~65, ~8~66, ~9~66, ~10~67, ~11~68, ~12~69, ~13~70, ~14~70, ~15~71, ~16~71, ~17~72, ~18~73, ~19~74The 25th percentile is calculated by using the formula:${25\mathit{th\ Percentile} =}\frac{\left( \mathit{Number\ of\ Observations} + 1 \right)}{4} = \frac{20}{4}{= 5\mathit{th\ Number} = 64}$The 75th percentile is calculated by using the formula:${25\mathit{th\ Percentile} =}\frac{3\left( \mathit{Number\ of\ Observations} + 1 \right)}{4} = \frac{60}{4}{= 15\mathit{th\ Number} = 71}$The 25th percentile is then subtracted from the 75th percentile to get the interquartile range: 71 − 64 = 7.If the interquartile range were to fall between two numbers, an average of these numbers may be chosen to represent a quartile.As you can see, the interquartile range provides insight to the spread of data, but it ignores a large amount of data.67.**D. Sign test**Due to the small sample population available, normal distribution may not be assumed and a nonparametric test must be used. This immediately eliminates the paired t-test and student's t-test, which are parametric studies. By comparing two otherwise identical populations, a t-test would have been appropriate if there were the assumption of normalcy. Another important observation of the available data is that there are no specific numbers available. The data only denotes that there is a difference between the two groups, but does not describe how much the difference is. Both Wilcoxon signed rank test and chi-squared test (as do both t-tests) require specific number to perform. The sign test is a nonparametric test that compares dichotomous differences (better/worse or +/−) in data from matched otherwise identical pairs and ignores the magnitude of difference. Related to the Wilcoxon signed rank test, the sign test is an analog to the paired t-test. The null hypothesis in a sign test is that the difference between two groups is zero. In this question, the null hypothesis is that each group tested better than the other group five times.68.**B. Paired t-test**Please refer to the following table to depict the relationship between parametric and nonparametric testsParametric testNonparametric test (alternative to parametric test)Student's t-testMann--Whitney U Test (also known as the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test)Paired t-testWilcoxon signed rank test, Sign testANOVAKruskal--Wallis testPearson CorrelationSpearman correlationChi-square (χ^2^) is a nonparametric test.69.**E. Spearman rank correlation**Spearman rank correlation coefficient (*r* ~*s*~) is the nonparametric alternative test to the Pearson correlation coefficient (used to measure linear strength of association between two variables). It works by ranking the *X* and *Y* variables according to value and inserting these rankings into the formula used for the Pearson correlation coefficient. In addition to being used for nonnormal continuous data, it can also be used for ordinal data.Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to compare multiple groups simultaneously. The null hypothesis when using ANOVA is that there is no difference between groups. To the contrary, the alternative is that the groups are different. ANOVA does not tell how they are different, only that they are different. After a significant effect has been found through ANOVA, post-hoc analysis is used to tell how the variables differ. In this analysis, post-hoc analysis would determine which coffee is best (and worst).Chi-squared is the most commonly used nonparametric test and is best for hypothesis testing between categorical variables. When used appropriately, it tells an investigator whether observations are correlated, or if they are due to chance.The Mann--Whitney U test is a nonparametric test comparable to the two sample t-test. It is used to test the median between two groups. The null hypothesis is that both groups are similar. The alternative hypothesis is that the two populations are different.The sign test is a nonparametric test that compares dichotomous differences (better/worse or +/−) in data from matched otherwise identical pairs and ignores the magnitude of difference. Related to the Wilcoxon signed rank test, the sign test is an analog to the paired t-test. The null hypothesis in a sign test is that the difference between two groups is zero.Refer to the table in Question \#68 (directly above) to see nonparametric alternatives to parametric tests.70.**A. Kruskal--Wallis**Refer to the table in Question \#68 (two questions above) to see nonparametric alternatives to parametric tests.71.**D. 20%**The survival table for this question is shown in the following graph:To solve this problem, the survival rate from the end of the first three time periods (years) of interest should be multiplied by each other.72.**C. 2**Logistic regression is used to find the likelihood of an outcome when the outcome is dichotomous. Dichotomous variables are commonly represented in the form of success/failure, improved/unimproved, or alive/dead.73.**D. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)**This question asks to find the overall effect that one independent variable (new medical office) has on two dependent variables (physician satisfaction and patient satisfaction). When there is more than one dependent variable, the situation is said to be multivariate. Furthermore, multivariate tests involve more than one dependent variable. [M]{.ul}ultivariate [an]{.ul}alysis [o]{.ul}f [va]{.ul}riance (MANOVA) is a tool used to evaluate multivariate tests and determine significance between groups. MANOVA is an extension of [an]{.ul}alysis [o]{.ul}f [va]{.ul}riance (ANOVA).When there are multiple dependent variables, they are often times related to one another. In this case, the contentment of each party in the physician--patient relationship likely depends on the contentment of the other party. If one were to perform separate t-tests or ANOVA tests to solve for each dependent variable, this relationship is not properly addressed. MANOVA considers the correlation between dependent variables, reducing distortion from relationships amongst them.74.**E. Publication bias**Publication bias refers to the tendency of investigators to publish results that have the desired outcome. Studies that achieve desired outcome are more likely to be published. If an investigator performing a meta-analysis only includes studies that have achieved the investigators' preconceived notions, the meta-analysis will have a differential error.75.**C. 20--28 weeks**Fetal death prior to 20 weeks gestation is defined as an early fetal death, commonly called a miscarriage.Fetal death between 20 and 28 weeks gestation is defined as intermediate fetal death.Fetal death after 28 weeks gestation is defined as a late fetal death, commonly referred to as stillbirth.76.**B. Number of live births**$\mathit{Maternal\ Mortality\ Rate} = \frac{\mathit{Number\ of\ Pregnancy\ Related\ Deaths}}{\mathit{Number\ of\ Live\ Births}} \times {100,000}$Although the denominator of this equation should technically be the number of pregnancies, that statistic is not as readily available. For ease of calculation, the number of live births is used. This figure includes pregnancies with more than one child.77.**A. Difference of birth and death rates**The demographic gap is the difference between birth and death rates.78.**C. White Hispanic women**Life expectancy may be calculated at birth or any age afterwards. The overall life expectancy in the United States has been steadily increasing due to public health and medical advancements. Differences of life expectancy between sexes, ethnic groups, and races have been narrowing. Women are expected to live roughly 81.2 years, while men succumb roughly 5 years earlier, at age 76.4. Of course these numbers fluctuate with a plethora of variables accrued over a lifespan.In the United States overall, the non-Hispanic White population has a higher life expectancy than the non-Hispanic Black population. However, the Hispanic White population has a higher life expectancy than the non-Hispanic White population and likewise for the Hispanic Black population. The difference with Hispanic ethnicity adds on over two years of extended life expectancy to both White and Black populations.The exact reason for this Hispanic epidemiological paradox is under debate. Although extended life expectancy is typically tied to wealth and education, Hispanics buck this trend. The healthy migrant effect reasons that Hispanic immigrants are generally healthier than those that do not immigrate. Other arguments state that unhealthy Hispanic immigrants to the United States may return to their country of origin prior to death. Other theories suggest that cultural effects may confer a protective risk factor.The Asian-American population enjoys the longest life-expectancy in the United States.79.**E. A health department epidemiologist calling the local hospital to ask about confirmed HIV cases**Active surveillance occurs when the health department takes action to seek out cases of illness. A health department calling healthcare providers to inquire about cases of illness is an example of active surveillance. Passive surveillance is where a health facility or laboratory notifies the health department of a reportable disease.80.**B. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)**The NNDSS is a collaboration between local, state, and federal public health agencies to combat notifiable diseases through surveillance, data collection, data analysis, and sharing of public health data. It does this through numerous media, including the maintenance of the National Electronic Disease Surveillance Syndrome (NEDSS).NNDSS is supported through the Center of Disease Control and Prevention's Division of Health Informatics and Surveillance (DHIS).81.**D. Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists**The CSTE is an organization composed of epidemiologists, representing epidemiologists from all of the states and territories of the United States. Together, these epidemiologists collaborate and provide assistance to each other and other public health agencies, such as the CDC.CTSE maintains a list of notifiable diseases that the states modify and adopt into law. States submit this data to the CDC to help track local trends in infectious diseases.82.**A. When the condition is designated as "notifiable" by the state**The CSTE is an organization that represents public health epidemiologists from states and territories. It maintains a list of notifiable diseases that the states modify and adopt into law. In addition to practitioners and laboratories being mandated to report notifiable diseases to the state in a set time period, the state is also asked to submit their notifications to the CDC in a set time period of either 4 hours, 24 hours, or 7 days depending on the type of disease.83.**B. Sensitivity**The appropriate screening test to identify those at risk of the fatal adverse event would have a high sensitivity \[true-positive/(true-positive + false-negative)\]. Sensitivity shows the proportion of those that have a disease that are accurately identified as those really having it. In a 2 × 2 tablet, sensitivity is calculated by $\frac{A}{A + C}$. A highly sensitive test helps to rule out a disease because it indicates that a negative test is likely not to have the disease. This can be remembered by the acronym *snout* (*s*e*n*sitivity + rule *out*).To the contrary, specificity is defined by true-negative/(true-negative + false-positive) and calculated on the 2 × 2 table from $\frac{B}{B + D}$. It represents the proportion of those without a disease that are accurately identified as not having it. A highly specific test helps rule in a disease because it indicates that a positive test is less likely to be a false-positive. Specificity can be remembered by the acronym *spin* (*sp*ecificity + rule *in*).The PPV identifies the probability of those who test positive for the disease to those that actually have the disease.The NPV identifies the probability of those that test negative for the disease to those that do not have the disease.Prevalence is the proportion of those that have the disease in the population.84.**E. All of the above are considerations to make when creating screening recommendations**Implementation of a properly conducted screening test is a complex effort. Prior to initiating a screening test, the test itself must be fully scrutinized. Factors that should be evaluated include ethical consequences, psychological consequences, stigmatization, predictive value of results, test validity (and reliability once validity is established), treatment options, economics, and the risk of false-positives or false-negatives. It is also important to figure out how to properly notify the public about the availability of the screening test so that only those in the target population come forward for screening. After results are available, it must be determined how to appropriately disseminate the results.Ethical and psychological considerations when considering a screening test come in a variety of forms, depending on the test being deliberated. Consider for example, a test that has no available treatment. What type of mental anguish would it cause for someone to know that they have an ailment that cannot be reversed? On the other hand, what if one sibling tests positive for a genetic trait that leads to cancer in everyone that has that trait. Is it ethical to perform a genetic test on one sibling, while the other would rather not have the test performed? Often times there is no correct answer in bioethics. However, it is important to consider the main bioethics principles of autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice.There are always benefits and drawbacks in medicine. One common drawback is stress and angst related to undergoing the screening process. Those found to be at risk of disease suffer from psychological stress and identify themselves as weak and vulnerable. Meanwhile, self-perceived health is a predictor of future health status.Another common drawback is false-positive results. The rate of false-positives depends on the test being conducted. A test yielding a large amount of false-positives may be considered acceptable if the benefit of discovering a serious disease is present. This is currently up for debate with prostate cancer, where it is estimated that for every man whose life is saved from prostate cancer by PSA screening methods, 47 men are over-diagnosed and treated, even though they do not need the treatment.85.**E. Cases of Norovirus in Tulsa by Data of Onset, Tulsa, Oklahoma, July, 2014**When creating any type of graph in epidemiology, it is important to be as descriptive as possible. It is ideal if a reader can understand the context of the graph by looking at the graph alone. The title should include the type of illness, place of outbreak, and when the outbreak occurred. In addition, the table should be labeled with the dates of incidence on the x-axis and the number of cases on the y-axis.86.**B. The middle**When charting the annual incidence of a disease, the incidence pattern is the primary focus. This is best displayed by the epidemiologic year, which spans from the month of lowest incidence from one year to another. By placing the lowest incidence at both sides of the graph, it allows the person viewing the graph to appreciate the time leading up to and after the highest incidence. If the highest incidence is plotted in the beginning or end of the curve, the peak incidence is likely to be broken up between the beginning and end of the curve.87.**A. Number of cases and time**An epidemic curve is an investigative tool that describes the patterns of an outbreak. These patterns help to identify the source of the outbreak and potentially how to address it. To compose an epidemic curve, the number of new cases should be plotted against a unit of time, most often days.88.**A. Common source**Epidemic curves were defined in Answer \#87 (directly above). There are typical outbreak patterns found on epidemic curves:Common source---A group of people become ill after being exposed to a point source contaminant. All affected persons become ill within one incubation period. There are no secondary waves, in which people fall ill outside of the first incubation period. Example: Radiation toxicity after a nuclear power plant radiation leak.Continuous common source---A common source continuously affects those with contact. Example: Soft serve ice cream machine contaminated with Listeria.Propagated---Infection is transmitted from one person to another. May be direct or indirect contact. Often include waves of secondary or tertiary spread outside of the first incubation period. Rate of propagation depends on herd immunity, opportunities for exposure, and secondary attack rate. Example: Influenza outbreak.Mixed---Occurs when a common source outbreak is complicated by person-to-person spread. Example: A bacterial conjunctivitis outbreak from a telescope that spreads amongst children at daycare.89.**D. Propagated**Different patterns of disease outbreaks were explained in Answers \#87 and \#88 (directly above).90.**B. Burger**To solve this question, it is necessary to build upon the numbers presented in the table. Variables of interest include the attack rate % (number of ill/total number), the attack rate difference (attack rate in exposed − attack rate in unexposed), and the attack rate ratio (attack rate in exposed/attack rate in unexposed).Burgers have the highest attack rate %, attack rate difference and attack rate ratio, making them the most likely source of the diarrheal illness.AteDid not eatComparisonFoodIllWellAttack rate %IllWellAttack rate %Attack rate differenceAttack rate ratioA. Chicken201852.6221068.7−16.10.77B. Burger32880.062221.458.63.74C. Hotdog121544.4152834.99.51.27D. Oranges253045.56940.05.51.14E. Egg roll1516.7204431.3−14.60.53${\mathit{Attack\ Rate} =}\frac{\mathit{Ill}}{\mathit{Ill} + \mathit{Well}}{\times 100}$$\mathit{Attack\ Rate\ Difference} = \mathit{Attack\ Rate\ of\ Food\ Eaten} - \mathit{Attack\ Rate\ of\ Food\ Not\ Eaten}$${\mathit{Attack\ Rate\ Ratio} =}\frac{\mathit{Attack\ Rate\ of\ Food\ Eaten}}{\mathit{Attack\ Rate\ of\ Food\ Not\ Eaten}}$91.**C. Quarantine**Smallpox is a viral infection that can be transmitted by respiratory droplets and fomites, such as blankets. Although there is no antiviral agent that has been proven to be effective against smallpox, there is a very effective vaccination. This vaccination has been used to eradicate the smallpox virus worldwide. The last naturally occurring case of smallpox was in 1977. Because of this, worldwide immunization ceased in 1980. The vaccination is not used to prevent acute infection.The key to answering this question correctly is understanding the difference between isolation and quarantine. Isolation insulates people with an infectious illness from those without the illness. Meanwhile, quarantine insulates people who have been exposed to a contagious illness from those without the illness. There are several different types of personal and property quarantine measures. In the United States, government entities have the ability to enforce quarantine and isolation measures.The incubation period for smallpox is typically 10--14 days. Quarantine should last this long at a minimum. If possible, use of a negative pressure room would be advised.92.**C. United States**Although individuals have rights, their liberties may be trumped by the rights of society as a whole to be protected from health threats. For this reason, governments may impose isolation for people showing signs of contagious illness and quarantine for those exposed (and asymptomatic) to the illness. These public health practices protect the public by reducing exposure to infectious disease.In the United States, legal authority to isolate and quarantine is divided between the states and federal government. If a communicable disease is suspected or present in someone entering the United States, the CDC may issue a federal order to isolate or quarantine. Furthermore, the CDC may issue orders to isolate or quarantine in order to limit spread of disease from one state to another. Each state has their own isolation and quarantine statutes. States may isolate, quarantine, and trace persons with infections disease within their borders. This is commonly performed for tuberculosis.Public health officials have the legal authority to react swiftly to infectious disease threats. An order to quarantine or isolate does not need advance approval from courts and violation of these orders may result in arrest. Detainees may legally challenge public health orders, but these orders take time and judges have limited jurisdiction and typically defer to medical experts.For the sake of the rights of society to be protected from health threats, public health officers have the authority to reveal a patient's condition to those exposed. Similarly, hospitals are obligated to inform health departments of names and contacts of those with specific contagious disease.The WHO governs disease globally and maintains the International Health Regulations (IHR). These voluntary regulations attempt to limit spread of contagious disease by addressing by influencing political, diplomatic, and trade relationships amongst all WHO member states. IHR is not directly enforceable, but insubordinate nations may face economic and social disruptions from other participating nations.93.**C. Geographic information systems (GIS)**Nearly every event on Earth can be spatially referenced into geographic data. The GIS are interactive computer-based applications that map geographic data. It describes the way we study the environment and produces spatial data that is used in a variety of industries, including healthcare and public health. Many aspects of health and well-being have spatial dimensions, including health disorders, disease risk factors, health interventions, and health outcomes.GIS is an important tool in epidemiology, health administration, and health marketing. It may be used to map out any combination of factors to reveal potential correlations between health events. For example, one may use it to look at a cluster of increased disease incidence and compare it to individual demographic characteristics. Equally interesting, it could identify the exposed and unexposed groups to known risk factors for disease. With this information, GIS may help find appropriate places to institute a health intervention.Epidemic curves are charts that plot the number of people with an infection versus the time at which they get the infection. It is used to identify the origin of an infection and the speed at which it travels through the population.Gantt charts are an administrative tool to help create a project schedule. On a Gantt chart, each member is assigned a task and a time period to complete that task.Ishikawa diagrams are also commonly known as cause-and-effect diagrams and fishbone diagrams. An Ishikawa diagram reads from right to left. At the far right of the diagram is the problem to be addressed. Moving to the left, the diagram identifies root causes of the problem(s). These root causes are further broken into sub-causes. Once the diagram has been drawn out, it takes the shape of fish bones.94.**C. 0.65**To calculate the answer, it is easiest to use a 2 × 2 table to determine the unknown values from the known values:Prevalence is the percentage of a population that has a condition. It is calculated by a + c.Sensitivity represents the proportion of those that have a disease that are accurately identified as those really having it. In a 2 × 2 tablet, sensitivity is calculated by $\frac{A}{A + C}.$Specificity represents the proportion of those without a disease that are accurately identified as not having it. In a 2 × 2 tablet, specificity is calculated by $\frac{D}{B + D}$.The PPV represents the proportion of those who test positive for the disease to those that actually have the disease. In a 2 × 2 tablet, sensitivity is calculated by $\frac{A}{A + B}.$Using the numbers available in the 2 × 2 table, the PPV is $\frac{A}{A + B} = \frac{153}{153 + 83}{= 0.648}$95.**C. It decreases**In a 2 × 2 table, when prevalence $\frac{A + C}{A + B + C + D}$ increases, the PPV $\frac{A}{\left( A + B \right)}$ is increased and the NPV $\frac{C}{C + D}$ is decreased.The sensitivity $\frac{A}{\left( A + C \right)}$ and specificity $\frac{D}{\left( B + D \right)}$ are not affected by changes in prevalence.96.**A. It stays the same**In a 2 × 2 table, when prevalence $\frac{A + C}{A + B + C + D}$ increases, the sensitivity $\frac{A}{\left( A + C \right)}$ and specificity $\frac{D}{\left( B + D \right)}$ remain unchanged.However, when prevalence increases, the PPV $\frac{A}{\left( A + B \right)}$ increases and the NPV $\frac{C}{C + D}$ decreases.97.**D. False-positive**Specificity is represented by the formula $\frac{D}{\left( B + D \right)}$. Meanwhile, false-positive is represented as $\frac{B}{\left( B + D \right)}$. When added together, the specificity and false-positive error rate is equal to 1 or 100%. The false-positive rate is often calculated as (1 -- specificity).98.**A. False-negative**Sensitivity is represented by the formula $\frac{A}{\left( A + C \right)}$. Meanwhile, false-negative error rate is represented as $\frac{C}{\left( A + C \right)}$.When added together, the sensitivity and the false-negative error rate is 1.99.**D. Sensitivity**Sensitivity ($\frac{A}{\left( A + C \right)})$ is the proportion of those with a disease that test positive. As stated in the vignette, nine out of every ten people with the disease test positive. Meanwhile, specificity ($\frac{D}{\left( B + D \right)}$) is the proportion of those without a disease that test negative for it. These two metrics are not to be confused with the PPV and NPV. The PPV ($\frac{A}{\left( A + B \right)}$) is the proportion of those with a positive test result that actually have the disease. Finally, the NPV ($\frac{C}{C + D}$) is the proportion of those with a negative result that do not have the disease.100.**D. False-positive error rate**The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve can be considered a graph of positive likelihood ratios. The y-axis is the sensitivity, while the x-axis is 1 − specificity, which is the proportion of false-positive results.The closer the cutoff point is to the upper left corner of an ROC Curve, the higher is the sensitivity and the lower is the false-positive error rate.When measuring a continuous variable, such as the amount of potassium in a serum metabolic panel, setting the cutoff point between abnormal and normal limits can be a challenge. If the cutoff is too high, there are a lot of false-negative results. If the cutoff is too low, there will be more false-positive results. The ROC curve is a tool used to determine the best cutoff point for a continuous variable. It is a graph composed of the sensitivity along the y-axis and the false-positive error rate along the x-axis.The false-positive error rate is equal to (1 − specificity). The sensitivity divided by the false-positive error rate is the likelihood ratio + (LR+). Therefore, the ROC curve graphs the LR+.101.**D. National Vital Statistics System**Recording vital statistics (birth, marriage, divorce, and death) is a responsibility of the states, two select cities (Washington D.C. and New York City) and United States territories. These entities share their vital statistics with the National Vital Statistics System (within the NCHS).102.**D. Myalgias**The US Outpatient Influenza-like Illness Surveillance Network (ILINet) receives information regarding the number of patients seen overall and the number of Influenza-Like Illness (ILI) seen from roughly 2000 outpatient healthcare providers weekly. This information is stratified by age group and evaluated for changes in trends.ILINet case definition includes the following: Fever \> 100°F (37.8°C), cough, and/or sore throat. If a patient has these signs/symptoms and is found to have a noninfluenza illness, it is not reported to be ILI. If a flu test is positive, it will be reported as influenza-like illness.103.**D. Options A and C**The NHANES is a program designed to assess the health and nutritional status of residents of the United States. It is a survey conducted by the NCHS, which is a part of the CDC. The data gathered from NHANES helps determine risk factors and prevalence of disease seen in the United States. This input has been used to influence health policy affecting individuals and the general public. Examples of changes influenced by NHANES include removing lead from gasoline, establishing baseline estimates for serum cholesterol and use of height/weight percentiles.Information gathered for NHANES is exclusively through home interviews and standardized physical exams in mobile exam centers. Physical exams vary depending on age, gender, and medical history.NHANES participants are chosen at random, based on their community, which is further divided into neighborhoods. After being screened for eligibility, there are nearly 5000 people surveyed each year. This means each participant represents approximately 50,000 US residents.The BRFSS is performed exclusively through a telephone survey.104.**B. Access the Pregnancy Medication Exposure Registry**The best option listed for this student is to access a pregnancy medication exposure registry. With restricted resources, the student will be limited in conducting his own study. Furthermore, conducting an RCT to find medication adverse events is controversial in pregnant women. Pregnant women are usually excluded from pharmaceutical clinical trials, so information on medication adverse events is limited. Therefore, the Food and Drug Administration supports pregnancy exposure registries for reporting of adverse events discovered after taking specific drugs.Departments of vital statistics are often times mandated to only cover a combination of statistics related to birth, death, fetal deaths, marriages, and separations. This data would not be adequate to evaluate the risk of adverse events related to pharmaceuticals taken during pregnancy.105.**E. World Health Organization (WHO)**The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) is published by the WHO. This classification outlines an international catalog of diseases, disorders, and injuries into a universal common language. It is used by epidemiologist, health administrators, and clinicians in over 100 countries around the world to study population-wide disease patterns and healthcare outcomes. This data is used to adjust the way healthcare is provisioned and practiced. Health-related variables recorded include vital records, reason for physician encounters, morbidity, and mortality. ICD is also widely used as a basis for resource allocation, including reimbursements in the United States.106.**C. Black**In the United States, Black individuals experience the highest IMR, while the lowest IMR is experienced by Asians and Pacific Islanders.107.**C. 28 days**Obstetrical-related data are important metrics used to compare health status among different populations. The most widely compared obstetric metric is the IMR, which widely serves as a surrogate marker for the overall status of a health system.The neonatal mortality rate takes into consideration deaths that occur within the first 28 days of life. This is an important metric, as the majority of infant deaths typically occur shortly after birth.A list of obstetric oriented rates has been listed below:•*Fetal Death Rate* $$= \frac{Total Number of Fetal Death\text{s}(Intermediate\text{\&} Late) in a given time period}{Total Number of Live Births During the Same Period of Time} \times 1000$$•*Infant Mortality Rate* $$= \frac{Total Number of Deaths of Infants( < 1 - year Old) in a Given Time Period}{Total Number of Live Births During the Same Period of Time} \times 1000$$•*Maternal Mortality Rate* $$= \frac{Deaths Due to Pregnancy - Related Illness in a Given Time Period}{Total Number of Live Births During the Same Period of Time} \times 100,000$$•*Neonatal Mortality Rate* $$= \frac{Total Number of Deaths of Neonates( < 28 Days Old) in a Given Time Period}{Total Number of Live Births During the Same Period of Time} \times 1000$$•*Perinatal Mortality Rate* $$= \frac{Neonatal Deaths + Fetal Deaths(Intermediate\text{\&} Late)in a Given Time Period}{Total Number of Live Births and Fetal Deaths During the Same Period of Time} \times 1000$$108.**E. 5--7 per 1000**The IMR is an important health statistic internationally. Although it includes many variables, it is used as a key measure to compare health systems between countries, regions, and even cities. IMR is recorded as the number of deaths occurring per thousand live births that occur before the first birthday. The IMR in the United States typically hovers around 6.0. This number has been declining over the decades.The WHO estimates that the global IMR is roughly 32 deaths per 1000 live births. This number is a vast improvement from 30 years ago, when the IMR was double today's numbers.Worldwide, nearly 75% of all deaths under five years of age occur within the first year of life.109.**E. Every 10 years**The US Census Bureau is a government organization mandated by the constitution with the mission to serve as the leading source of quality data about the country and economy. The Census Bureau conducts a population and housing census once every ten years. It also conducts an economic and government census every five years. In addition, it conducts a community survey annually. The information is used to distribute resources adequately to fund programs for public health, education, neighborhood improvements, etc.110.**C. Students in school**The Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS) is a nationwide high and middle school-based survey conducted by the CDC in conjunction with all other levels of government. It monitors behaviors that contribute to morbidity and mortality in America's youth. Classifications of behavior surveyed include actions leading to violence and injury, sexual decision making, alcohol use, tobacco use, drug use, diet, physical activity, and prevalence of asthma.111.**C. Telephone interview**The Behavior Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) is the largest telephone survey in the world, with over 400,000 surveys annually. It conducts telephone surveys monthly in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, the US Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and Puerto Rico. Amongst many individual state and federal uses for monitoring trends, BRFSS data monitors progress towards Healthy People objectives. Individual surveys consist of core questions, rotating core questions (asking every other year), and additional standardized modules on specific topics determined by the state.112.**D. Administering a new type of drug to compare it to the safety of the old drug**Each of these answers describes a different type of study. Only answer D is an example of an experimental study. An experimental study is one in which the investigator has control over the exposure of the intervention being studied. The other four options are all examples of observational studies, in which the investigator observes, without intervening.113.**C. The exposure**The difference between experimental studies and nonexperimental studies is that investigators have control over the exposure in experimental studies. For this reason, experimental studies are considered to be the gold standard, secondary to meta-analysis studies, which analyze data from numerous peer-reviewed studies.It is not always possible to control the exposure. Quasi-experimental studies are utilized when an investigator only has partial control over the study. For example, an investigator may wish to investigate a hypothesis by creating an exposure to a cohort that experienced of a nonreproducible natural disaster and compare it to a control that was not in the disaster.114.**C. Drug A has a higher rate of death**To answer this question, it is important to understand the definitions of both risk and rate. Risk is defined as the number of subject achieving the qualifying event (death in this example) during the defined time period. Assuming there is no attrition, the denominator (subjects at risk of qualifying event) does not change. To the contrary, the rate is the number of qualifying events that occurring during the defined time period divided by the average number of subjects at risk. The average subjects at risk used in this equation is typically the number of subjects at risk during the halfway mark of the time period.In this question, the rats exposed to Drug A died early in the study. Therefore, there were fewer rats susceptible to death at the halfway point (because they had already died.) When more deaths take place in the early period, the number of subjects at risk during the halfway point is lower. When the denominator is lower, the rate will increase, and vice versa.115.**B. Number of bicycle injuries in Florida per the state population in a year**A rate must have a numerator and a denominator. The numerator typically displays the event of interest, while the denominator will establish the population at risk. Because there is no denominator in answer A, this statistic is not considered to be a rate.Rates are either crude or specific. Crude rates use the entire number of events without breaking it down into subgroups. Meanwhile, specific rates are created by using subgroups such as hair color and age.116.**B. Life expectancy is higher at age 60**Life expectancy can be described as the average number of years of life one can expect to live based on mortality rates. It can be calculated from any stage of life. The life expectancy at birth is considerably lower than life expectancy of the same person at a later age. The reason for this is that those still living at the later age will have avoided mortality at a younger age, while others in the same cohort will have died. The life expectancy at birth takes account of all of those that will suffer premature death.117.**C. Unintentional injuries**Between the ages 1 and 44, unintentional injuries are the leading cause of death. Within this group, motor vehicle accidents are the most common specific cause. Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States, but typically affects the elderly.118.**A. Cancer**Years of potential life lost (YPLL) is a measure of premature mortality. It statistic emphasizes deaths that occur at an earlier age and deemphasizes deaths that occur later in life.The YPLL is calculated as follows:When there are less than 20 deaths, it is easiest to subtract the age of death from the endpoint. In the United States, the endpoint is usually determined to be 75 years of age. The difference between age of death and the endpoint represents the YPLL from one person. YPLLs from all individuals in consideration are then added together to get the aggregate YPLL. If a 17-year-old and 20-year-old die, the total YPLL would be 113. This is calculated as follows:$\begin{array}{l}
{75 - 17 = 58{YPLL}(1)} \\
{75 - 20 = 55\text{YPLL}(2)} \\
{\text{YPLL}(1) + \text{YPLL}(2) = 113} \\
\end{array}$When there are more than 20 people in consideration, it is easier to calculate YPLL through frequency tables. It is calculated by dividing ages into the following groups: Under 1 year, 1--14 years, 15--24 years, 25--34 years, 45--54 years, 55--64 years, and 65--74 years. Each age group is then identified by the midpoint. That midpoint is then subtracted from the endpoint (usually 75). The difference between the midpoint and endpoint is then multiplied by each person that falls within the group. For example, if a 17-year-old and 20-year-old were to die in a motor vehicle accident, this would tally into the 15--24 group. The midpoint of this group is 19.5, which is subtracted from 75 to get 55.5. Finally, this number is multiplied by two, because there are two people in this age group being calculated. Therefore, the YPLL from this group could be calculated as 110.The leading causes of YPLLs in descending order are cancer, unintentional injuries, heart disease, and respiratory infections. Note that although heart disease is the leading overall cause of death, most deaths caused by heart disease are older and do not contribute on an individual basis as greatly to YPLL.119.**B. Drowning of a 10-year-old**Years of potential life lost (YPLL) is explained in Question \#118 (directly above).YPLLs for the five options are listed below:Option A:Because all 10 patients are older than 75, there are no YPLLs.Option B:75 − 10 = 65 YPLL (Total)Option C:75 − 50 = 25 YPLL (1)75 − 48 = 27 YPLL (2)YPLL (1) + YPLL (2) = 52 YPLL (Total)Option D:75 − 35 = 40 YPLL (1)75 − 55 = 20 YPLL (2)YPLL (1) + YPLL (2) = 60 YPLL (Total)Option E:75 − 68 = 7 YPLL (1)75 − 68 = 7 YPLL (2)75 − 68 = 7 YPLL (3)75 − 68 = 7 YPLL (4)YPLL (1) + YPLL (2) + YPLL (3) + YPLL (4) = 28 YPLL (Total)120.**C. 1625**When calculating years of potential life lost (YPLL) for more than 20 people in consideration, it is easier to calculate YPLL through frequency tables. It is calculated by dividing ages into the following groups: Under 1 year, 1--14 years, 15--24 years, 25--34 years, 45--54 years, 55--64 years, and 65--74 years. Each age group is then identified by the midpoint. That midpoint is then subtracted from the endpoint (usually 75). The difference between the midpoint and endpoint is then multiplied by each person that falls within the group.The following table calculates the YPLLs of the 50 gas leak victims.

People killed in gas leak in underground subway(1) Age group\<11--1415--2425--3435--4445--5455--6465--74\>75Sum(2) Midpoint of group0.57.519.529.539.549.559.569.5[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}(3) Difference of midpoint to endpoint74.567.555.545.535.525.515.55.5[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}(4) Number of deaths555555551050(5) Difference x deaths (lines 3 × 4)372.5337.5277.5227.5177.5127.577.527.5[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}1625[^1] 121.**C. Declining**The population growth of the population pyramid pictured in the question represents a declining population. As is often seen in developed nations, there is a larger population of older individuals than younger ones. A smaller group of younger individuals signifies that the birth rate has slowed down. When the birthrate equals the death rate, the population pyramid exhibits parallel vertical lines on both sides. When a population is growing, as seen in developing nations, the pyramid appears as a triangle with the base at the bottom wider than the peak at the top.122.**A. (−0.1)**Sick building syndrome (SBS) is a constellation of symptoms that occurs in workers continuously exposed to indoor environments. Symptoms include dry skin/mucous membranes, pruritus, mental fatigue, headache, and airway infections that are more pronounced during exposure to the indoor workplace. These symptoms lead to a large economic impact due to absenteeism, presenteeism, litigation, and workers' compensation claims. There are numerous risk factors contributing to SBS, including overly populated buildings, presence of carpet within the building, presence of mold/dust, and psychiatric stress. Due to this varied etiology and lack of specific biological markers, the prevalence of SBS is hard to determine.This question asks to find the risk difference (RD):$\mathit{Risk\ Difference} = \mathit{Risk\ in\ exposed} - \mathit{Risk\ in\ unexposed}$RD may be performed with point prevalence, cumulative incidence, or incidence rates.Risk difference is positive when the risk in the exposed population is greater than the risk in the unexposed. It is negative when the risk in the exposed group is less than the risk in the unexposed group. In this problem, the new AC system is considered to be the exposure.To calculate the RD for this equation, you must first calculate the risk in the exposed and unexposed groups. Knowing that there are 1000 employees, there are 225 employees in the unexposed group. This means that the point prevalence rate of SBS is $\frac{225}{1000}{= 0.225.}$ After the installation of the new AC unit, the prevalence dropped to $\frac{125}{1000}{= 0.125.}$These numbers are the plugged into the risk difference equation:$$\mathit{Risk\ Difference} = \mathit{Risk\ in\ Exposed} - \mathit{Risk\ in\ Unexposed} = 0.125 - 0.225 = - 0.1$$The risk difference is negative when the exposed population is less than those without the exposure.123.**C. 50%**To solve this problem, one must use the following equation:$${\mathit{Vaccine\ Efficacy}\% =}\frac{\mathit{Attack\ Rate\ in\ Unvaccinated} - \mathit{Attack\ Rate\ in\ Vaccinated}}{\mathit{Attack\ Rate\ in\ Unvaccinated}}{\times 100}$$Where;$${Attack}{Rate}{{in}}{{Unaccinated} =}\frac{\mathit{Those\ with\ Disease\ That\ Were\ Unvaccinated}}{{Number}{Unvaccinated}} = \frac{80}{100}{= 0.8}$$$${Attack}{Rate}{in}{{Vaccinated} =}\frac{\mathit{Those\ with\ Disease\ That\ Were\ Vaccinated}}{{Number}{Vaccinated}} = \frac{80}{200}{= 0.4}$$Plugging in the available data:$${\mathit{Vaccine\ Efficacy}\% =}\frac{\mathit{Attack\ Rate\ in\ Unvaccinated} - \mathit{Attack\ Rate\ in\ Vaccinated}}{\mathit{Attack\ Rate\ in\ Unvaccinated}} = \frac{0.8 - 0.4}{0.8}{= 0.5 = 50\%}$$Vaccine efficacy can also be found through the formula:${\mathit{Vaccine\ Efficacy}\% =}{1 - {RR}}{\times 100}$In this case, the data can be summarized into the following table:Develop mononucleosisDo not develop mononucleosisMononucleosis vaccine80120**200**Placebo8020**100160140300**Using this 2 × 2 table, the risk ratio may be calculated;$\mathit{Risk\ Ratio}\left( \mathit{RR} \right) = \frac{\frac{a}{a + b}}{\frac{c}{c + d}} = \frac{\frac{80}{200}}{\frac{80}{100}}{= 0.5 = 50\%}$Vaccine efficacy is a useful calculations for ideal conditions, while Vaccine effectiveness better demonstrates how vaccinations work in the real world. Vaccine effectiveness accounts for variables such as vaccine storage, vaccine administration, access to care, and cultural barriers to vaccination.124.**B. Attributable risk percent**The Attributable risk (AR) is also known as the risk difference. It is the risk in the exposed, minus the risk in the unexposed. It does not give the percentage, as asked for in the question. Attributable risk percentage (AR%) is able to give the percentage of risk attributed to a specific risk factor, in those that are exposed to the risk factor, as asked for in the question. Meanwhile, the population attributable risk percentage (PAR%) is able to give the percentage of risk attributed to a specific risk factor in the general population, not just the group exposed to the risk factor. Note that in the second PAR% equation below (fourth equation), the variable "effective proportion" is added to the second AR% equation to specify the population at risk, in this case red meat consumers.The attributable risk percent is represented by the following two equations;$${\mathit{Attributable\ Risk\ Percent}\left( \mathit{AR}\% \right)} = \frac{\mathit{Incidence\ Exposed} - \mathit{Incidence\ Unexposed}}{\mathit{Incidence\ Exposed}}{\times 100}$$ $${\mathit{Attributable\ Risk\ Percent}\left( \mathit{AR}\% \right)} = \frac{\mathit{Relative\ Risk}{- 1}}{\mathit{Relative\ Risk}}{\times 100}$$The population attributable risk percent is represented by the following two equations;$$\mathit{Population\ Attributable\ Risk\ Percent}{\left( {PAR}\% \right) =}\frac{\mathit{Risk}\left( \mathit{Total} \right) - {\mathit{Risk}\left( \mathit{Unexposed} \right.})}{\mathit{Incidence\ Total}}{\times 100}$$$${\mathit{Population\ Attributable\ Risk\ Percent}\left( \mathit{PAR}\% \right)} = \frac{(\mathit{Effective\ Proportion}{)(}\mathit{Relative\ Risk}\left. - 1 \right)}{{1 + (}\mathit{Effective\ Proportion}{)(}\mathit{Relative\ Risk}\left. - 1 \right)}{\times 100}$$125.**C. 1.5**The relative risk (also known as the risk ratio) represents the risk amongst those exposed to a risk factor, compared to those unexposed. The vignette explains that 15% of those exposed had brain cancer, while 10% of the unexposed had brain cancer. The *RR* for this problem could be solved as follows:$\mathit{Relative\ Risk}\left( \mathit{RR} \right) = \frac{\mathit{Risk\ Among\ Exposed}}{\mathit{Risk\ Among\ Unexposed}} = \frac{0.15}{0.1}{= 1.5}$The relative risk may also be completed by competition of a 2 × 2 table:Filling in the information from the vignette:Solving for the missing information:$$\mathit{Relative\ Risk}\left( \mathit{RR} \right) = \frac{\mathit{Risk\ among\ exposed}}{\mathit{Risk\ among\ unexposed}} = \frac{\frac{a}{a + b}}{\frac{c}{c + d}} = \frac{\frac{15}{15 + 85}}{\frac{20}{20 + 180}} = \frac{0.15}{0.1}{= 1.5}$$The relative risk (risk ratio) shows that those exposed to Chemical X are 1.5 times more likely to be diagnosed with brain cancer than those not exposed to Chemical X. Because the *RR* is \>1, there is said to be a positive association between Chemical X and brain cancer. When *RR* is equal to 1, there is no relationship between the two variables. Finally, when *RR* \<1, there is a negative association.126.**C. Odds ratio**When possible, the risk ratio (*RR*) is the preferred method of analysis of risk. Cohort studies are best calculated with *RR*. However, the risk ratio cannot be calculated directly from a case-control study. The odds ratio (*OR*) is the best tool for risk analysis of case-control studies. It is important to remember that as the *OR* is only a reliable estimator of the *RR* if the prevalence of disease is less than 5%.The *OR* is also used in other methods of analysis, including calculating the logistic regression and Cox regression analysis.127.**C. Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System (PRAMS)**The PRAMS is operated by the CDC in conjunction with state health departments in order to identify healthcare trends in pregnant women and women that have just given birth. It provides state-specific, population-based data on maternal attitudes and experiences prior-to, during, and after pregnancy. This data is used by health professionals to monitor and track healthcare goals in addition to formulate opportunities for improvements in care.128.**B. If the prevalence is \>10%**The odds of an event considers the chances that one event will occur compared to another. The odds of square A to square B would be compared as A:B. This is opposed to the risk, which includes the denominator and would be written as $\frac{a}{a + b}$. When the prevalence (A+C) is small, the Odds Ratio $\left( \frac{A \times D}{B \times C} \right)$ is similar to the Risk Ratio $\left( \frac{\frac{a}{a + b}}{\frac{c}{c + d}} \right)$. As prevalence grows, the denominator of the risk ratio also grows (while odds remain the same) and the odds ratio will no longer approximate the risk ratio.In summary, the odds ratio is a good estimate of the risk ratio when the prevalence of a disease is low. Some investigators are willing to accept a 10% prevalence, while others feel that the odds ratio does not approximate the risk ratio if the prevalence is greater than 5%.129.**B. 52**To answer this question correctly, the table must be completed, as shown below. To better depict all that is truly occurring in a 2 × 2 table, the borders have been added.The standard 2 × 2 table is then completed based off of information available in the vignette:Once the incomplete squares are calculated, the final table may be completed:In case-control studies, the risk is calculated through the use of the odds ratio${\mathit{Odds\ Ratio} =}\frac{\mathit{ad}}{\mathit{bc}}$When solved for this problem,${\mathit{Odds\ Ratio} =}\frac{\left( 7 \right)\left( 100 \right)}{\left( 20 \right)\left( 52 \right)}{= 0.67}$The people using the supplement are 0.67 as likely to experience constipation as those not taking the supplement. Because this number is below 1, the supplement is considered to be a protective factor of constipation.130.**C. Not necessary and not sufficient**In a sufficient cause, the disease will always occur if the cause is present. In a necessary Cause, the cause must be present for the disease to occur.Cirrhosis is not always a result of alcohol and not everyone that consumes alcohol will develop cirrhosis. Therefore, alcohol is not sufficient or necessary for cirrhosis.131.**C. Necessary**Healthcare is necessary, but not sufficient for improved healthcare. This was the conclusion of "Health care: Necessary but not sufficient," a brief from the Center of Society and Health in conjunction with the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.Necessary and sufficient are terms used to describe correlation between two variables, once causality has been established. For something to be necessary, it must be present to produce change. The change does not occur unless the necessary factor is present. For something to be sufficient, the presence of that factor will always bring change. Consider Mycobacterium tuberculosis: It is both necessary and sufficient for miliary tuberculosis.132.**A. A case-control study where exposed subjects are misclassified as unexposed and a similar number of unexposed are classified as exposed**Differential and nondifferential error are classified as the two types of misclassification bias.Nondifferential misclassification occurs when the frequency of errors are the same in both populations being compared. This coincides with option A, where both the exposed and unexposed subjects are misclassified. Nondifferential error typically reduces the effect of the association and brings the measured association back to the null. An example of nondifferential bias would be analysis of incomplete medical records. More specifically, if a dichotomous variable such as cigarette smoking were left blank, the bias would be nondifferential.Meanwhile, differential misclassification occurs when the misclassification occurs more in one of the groups being compared than the other. Differential misclassification may influence the association either towards or away from the null. Going back to the previous example of incomplete medical records, if each patient's chart was indiscriminately checked off for being a nonsmoker to save time, this would be an example of differential bias.Option C is an example of recall bias. People that have had a memorable event (such as mothers of children with birth defects) will typically think harder to recall that event than those that did not experience the event. Because the ill and nonill groups may provide different recollection of their experience recall bias is a type of differential misclassification.133.**C. The trial lacks external validity**The sample group in this study represents a small spectrum of the population. In a drug that is potentially marketed to men and women of age that places them at increased risk of cardiovascular disease resulting from dyslipidemia, this study only evaluated men between the ages 57 and 60. External validity (also known as generalizability) occurs when results of an observation hold true in different situation. The sample population in clinical studies should represent the target population that is to be treated. Due to the limited variation in this study sample, the trial lacks external validity.With the information provided in the vignette, there is every reason to believe that the conclusion of the study accurately represents the population that was studied. When the conclusions accurately represent the population being studied, the study is said to be internally valid. Internal validity depends on the study design, data collection, and analysis of data.There is great clinical significance in controlling dyslipidemia and reducing cardiovascular events.Statistical significance is demonstrated via the alpha value.134.**E. All of the above**Vaccine efficacy is obtained through studies, while vaccine effectiveness is how vaccinations perform in the real world. All of the above options are real-life variables that work to decrease the efficacy of vaccines.135.**C. Sensitivity analysis**Sensitivity analysis is the process of examining how expected outcomes change when they are placed under different assumptions.Attributable risk is used to determine what effect an exposure to a risk factor has on the effect of the population.Data organization is a general term that is not specific to sensitivity analysis.Standard deviation is a measure of dispersion, which biostatisticians use to see how far spread out the numbers in a population are.136.**E. Virulence** •Immunogenicity---The ability to produce an immune response and protection from reinfection of a pathogen.•Infectivity---Ability to cause an infection. Measured by the number of infectious particles required to cause infection.•Pathogenicity---Ability of microbial agent to induce disease.•Secondary attack rate---The proportion of susceptible people that contract a disease after exposure from an infected person. It is a measure of the infectivity.•Virulence---Severity of the infection after the disease occurs. Measured by case fatality or severe morbidity.137.**B. Antigenic shift**Influenza is an RNA virus in the Orthomyxoviridae family. It is composed of hemagglutinin and neuraminidase proteins that are directly involved in the infectivity of the influenza virus. The two component proteins are continuously undergoing changes. When these changes are abrupt the genetic changes generate a new set of amino acids, leading to different proteins and a new influenza strain that may differ greatly from immunity provided from vaccination or previous exposure. Dramatic changes to the influenza virus are known as antigenic shift and are more often responsible for particularly severe influenza seasons. Less dramatic changes are called antigenic drift. In this case, the population typically carries a greater immunity from vaccinations and prior exposure of influenza strains that were similar to the currently circulating one.138.**D. Epizootic**The current outbreak of influenza in chickens can best be described as epizootic. An epizootic is an increase in the usual prevalence of a disease in an animal population, an animal disease outbreak.An endemic is when the prevalence level of a disease in a human population is regular and constant.An enzootic is when the prevalence level of a disease in an animal population is regular and constant.An epidemic is an unusual increase in the occurrence of a disease. Even one case of a disease may be considered epidemic, such as would be the case if there was a confirmed polio diagnosis in the United States.A pandemic is when a disease affects more people than usual and affects many regions and nations.Animal and human disorders may interact. Sometimes enzootic trends can trigger epidemics in humans.139.**E. Determine whether or not an epidemic is occurring**The steps in an Epidemiologic Outbreak Investigation are as follows;1.Confirm that an outbreak is occurring2.Establish a diagnosis3.Establish a case definition4.Investigate the number of cases5.Analyze the data and characterize the epidemic6.Develop a hypothesis7.Test the hypothesis8.Implement action for control9.Monitor prevention measures140.**C. The drug has little margin for safety**The ED~50~ represents the smallest dose that is effective in 50% of the test population. Meanwhile, the LD~50~ represents the dose that is lethal in 50% of the test population. If the ED~50~ and the LD~50~ are close together, the same dose (volume of drug) that produces a beneficial effect in half of the population will also cause death in half of the population. Contrarily, if the ED~50~ and LD~50~ are far apart, the drug has more room for error.The LD~50~ is a poor indicator of health effects because death is one of the most undesirable outcomes of toxicity. Depending on the situation, a more preferable measurement is the TD~50~, the dose at which the drug is toxic to 50% of the population. As with the LD~50~, comparing the TD~50~ to the ED~50~ can yield important safety information.Other important acronyms to know are NOAEL and LOAEL. NOAEL stands for "no observed adverse effect level," while LOAEL stands for "lowest observed adverse effect level."141.**E. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)**The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act requires clinical professionals and vaccine manufacturers to report vaccine associated events to the US DHHS. To accomplish this, the VAERS was developed by the CDC and FDA.The objectives of VAERS are as follows:•Detect new vaccine adverse events•Monitor trends in vaccine adverse events•Identify risk factors for vaccine adverse events•Identify vaccinations with high adverse event rate that were manufactured in the same batch•Assess and monitor the safety of newly licensed vaccines142.**C. Review the ethical considerations of a research study**Organizations that conduct research on human subjects are required to create an IRB to evaluate the potential risks and benefits of human experimental research. In order to approve human research experiments, the IRB must evaluate the full proposed study. The IRB members must have an understanding of the science behind the research and the legislation regarding human research. The IRBs also assure that human subjects receive appropriate informed consent and fully understand their involvement in the research process.143.**A. IRB approval**Informed consent is an educational process by which a person makes an educated decision to participate or not participate in a procedure. To adequately obtain informed consent, several factors must be in place.The individual must be legally allowed to make a decision. For example, minors are typically unable to make a decisions that lead to informed consent.Informed consent requires presumption of competence. This presumption implies that a person can comprehend information, understand risks and benefits, exercise judgement, and make a decision based off the information.Informed consent requires voluntary decision making that is free of coercion. If there are external factors influencing the decision making process, the decision may not be independent and cannot be considered appropriate for informed consent.Finally, informed consent requires the full disclosure of all relevant information. An informed decision cannot be made if there is missing information.144.**C. It would be unethical to not screen patients for a curable disease**It is considered unethical not to use a screening test that has been shown to save lives. Consider mammography as an analogous example to the screening test in this question. Because it is known to be effective at detecting breast cancer, many groups would consider it unethical to not use screening mammography to screen breast cancer for research purposes. On the other hand, mammography often leads to harms in the form of stress to the patient and unnecessary surgical procedures.145.**B. Prison inmates**The NSDUH is housed within the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration (SAMHSA). It is the nation's primary source of information on patterns, prevalence, and consequence of drug use and mental disorders in the noninstitutionalized population, age 12 and older. NSDUH questions include alcohol, marijuana, tobacco, and all other illicit drugs. The study gathers data through face-to-face interviews at the place of residence and does not include incarcerated prisoners, homeless people not living in shelters, or military personnel on active duty.The NSDUH is a key source of information to provide complimentary information to the BRFSS.146.**E. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration**SAMHSA is the operating division under the DHHS that aims to reduce the public health impact of mental illness and substance abuse in the United States. The DAWN records hospital emergency room information in order to provide surveillance of trends in drug use. Meanwhile, SAMHSA's National Study on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH) tracks patterns and consequences of alcohol, tobacco, illicit drugs, and mental illness in the United States through random interviews.The BRFSS is conducted by the CDC to monitor health-related risk behaviors, use of preventive health services and status of chronic health conditions. Like SAMHSA, CDC is one of the operating divisions under the DHHS.The DOJ contains the Drug Enforcement Agency, which originally founded DAWN. However, DAWN has been fully transferred to SAMHSA. The DOJ used to maintain the National Drug Intelligence Center (NDIC), which predicted future drug use trends via a national drug threat assessment. The NDIC is no longer in operation.The ONDCP is a component of the Executive Office of the President of the United States. ONDCP advises the president on drug issues and coordinates activities to control illicit drug use. Additionally, the ONDCP composes the annual National Drug Control Strategy, which describes efforts to reduce drug use, drug distribution, drug-related violence, and health problems related to illicit drugs.147.**A. Congenital malformations**The IMR in the United States hovers around six deaths per 1000 live births. Of these deaths, the largest percentage is due to congenital malformations. Low birth weight is the second leading contributor to IMR in the United States. After these top two causes of infant morbidity, there is a significant drop in infant specific causes of death. Other common contributors to IMR include maternal complications, SIDS, unintentional injuries, placental complications, sepsis, and respiratory distress.

[^1]: Because these victims were older than 75 years, for calculation purposes, they are considered not to have lost any potential years of life.
